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The present research was. undertaken to investigate
the effect of self-monitoring and reinforcement on
problem solving performance. Sixty form 3 students was
chosen, with the help of the self-monitoring scale
(Snyder., 1974) from a total population of 150 students
in a subsidized school to undergo the experiment among
whom, 30 were high self-monitors., whereas the other 30
were low self-monitors.
Each of the two groups was divided into 3 treatment
groups to receive positive„ negative, and nuetral
reinforcement while solving a number of problems.
Results indicated that self-monitoring correlates
positively with the perceiving ability of problem
solving which involves the observation of situational
cues. Analysis of variance indicated that there was no
significant difference in self-monitoring and the
problem solving abilities between the two sexes,. with
the exception of the rule-applying ability.
Analysis of covariance revealed' that there was
significant difference of problem solving performance
among different treatment groups-by self--monitoring and
reinforcement. This. is especical ly true.. for the
perceiving,, rul a-app]l yi ng, verifying and the general
2problem solving abilities. Similar results were drawn
on self-confidence in problem solving.
This infers that the effect of external
reinforcement on the subjects varies according to their
degree of self-monitoring. Review of literature also
suggests that, to influence the behaviour of high self-
moni tors, one should seek control of their situation,
and to influence the behaviour of low self-monitors, one
should seek changing their underlying attitudes.
The present study may be regarded as one of the
first that bridges- self-monitoring and cognitive
variables, such as, in this case, problem solving
performance. Implications of the results are also
discussed and new direction -for further research
suggested.
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Problem solving is regarded by Gagn6 as the highest
stage of learning (Gagne Briggs,.. 1979 Gagn6, 1984).
As a matter of fact, it is probab.l.y the: most complex
form of human cognitive functioning.. A,wide variety of
tasks has been used to investigate human problem solving
and is becoming -one of the most popular domains of
research.. Gagne (1984) also .poi rated:.. out that,. when. a
problem, is solved, the subject.. will learn a..higher order
rule (see also Scandura, 19.77). In the philosophy of
pedagogy, mental maturation is achieved when the student
is laced with a problem and when a threat of discomfort
is generated the. solution o+. the problem will then
involve a transcendance of realization of objects and an
acquiry of higher order rules, this would. result in the
tranquillity of the mind..- This. is the process.. of
education. In this viewpoint, thus, the. final goal of
the teaching of various subjects lies. in-.developing the
ability of problem solving among the'students (Gagne,
1 O%
This is especially stressed.. in.. science...-subjects.
such as. mathematics. It •is ...stated..:-in.:,,..curricula... of..
__vari ous..... countries that- the.-. sole aim.-_ of:..... teaching.
mathematics. i s ..to develop...among the students-. the ability
2of problem solving through the-acquiring of abilities in
manipulating, logical thinking. and spatial... visualization
(','Handbook. for secondary school mathematics. teachers
Editorial Board, 1985 Thirteen Schools Editorial Board,.
1980 and Siu. 1978). The National Council of_
Supervisors of Mathematics (of the united states) (1977)
asserts that learning to solve problems is the
principal reason' for studying mathematics..- This is
further highlighted by the announcing-of-the theme. of
the 1980's in school mathematics to be problem solving
(The 1980 National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
Yearbook Mathematics Association of America, 1983 and
Resnick, 1981). Taking mathematics as an example, one
can see how important the role of problem.-solving in
school teaching.
As we have mentioned above,. a problem must be one
that can bring about a threat.of discomfort. (Cronbach,
1955). A problem is defined to be something which has a
given situation. a goal to be achieved,_ yet the path to
go is blocked in some way and-. a .motivation to achieve
the goal (Li, 1984).
A number of models were., developed by. various
psychologists. In brief, .....:....the:..:.,cognitive:, Gestalt
. view problem solving-as thepsychologists process of.
getting an. insight (perceiving) to the-:... problem.......,. The
3solution to the problem comes after. rearranging the
inner relations of the information that the subject has
retained. The behavioral. psychologists of human
learning focus on the analysis of human problem solving
in the simplified language of stimulus - response
terminology. These learner-based problem solving
theories emphasize trial-and--error behavior, habit
family hi erachi es, operantly conditioned responses, chain
of associations and response transfer. Whereas. the
psychologists of information processing. theory attempt
to understand the process a person uses in working
towards the solution of a problem. The emphasis is on
the construction of the internal model. the strategies
one uses, and the assessment of-the progress towards a
solution of the problem.
These models were developed through simulation of
human behavior by computers (artificial intelligence)
(Newell Simon, 1972) problem solving measurements
(Guilford,, 1967; Dewey, 1910; Feldhusen, 1972
Feldhusen,. Houtz, Ringenbach,.1972a and.. Feldhusen.
Houtz, Ringenbach, 1972b) and problem. solving
instruction (Osborn, 1963; Gordan, 1973).
Relationship between problem solving abilities and
4various cognitive variables is also documented, which
includes logical thinking, concept formation,.. language
development, perceptual ski11 and response style (Ki,
1983; Li, 1980). In the 1970s, Fel dhusen. et al
developed the Purdue Elementary Problem. Solving
Inventory in the investigation through .1071 subjects,
the correlations with logical. thinking and. concept
formation were found to be significant, .the correlations
with I.O., reading, arithmetic problems and perceptual
tests were moderate.
Another group of psychologists focus their
attention to affective varaibles affecting problem
solving performance. These affective variables include
interest, motivation, confidence, perseverance, and a
willingness to take risks (Lester, 1980). In. particular,
the view of self as a capable problem. solver plays an
important role in having a high. problem. solving
performance (Davis, 197,7). Kei.sl er (1969). also pointed
out. that the extent of incentives and motivation of the
problem solver is one influential factor of.. individual
difference in school problem solving performance A see
also Fel dhusen Guthrie,. 1979).
Cronbach (1955) also noted that the lack of
confidence of the individual would.make them dismiss
problems as insolvable before they have made, an adequate
5effort to solve them, while in' Gruen, 197^, a negative
correlation is reported between locus of control, and
problem solving performance. Following..this trend,
Brown Inouye (1978) and Zimmerman.. kingle..... (1981)
investigated the effects of model persistence.-......and...
statements of confidence on children's self-efficacy and.
problem solving performance. It is reported-that the
model's long duration of performance and -hi.s statements
of confidence significantly increased the- work-.. transfer
task of the children.
On the other hand, the process of self-monitoring
has long been arousing interest. among many social
psychologists. A high self-monitoring individual is one
who, out of a concern for social. appropriateness.:. is
particularly sensitive to the expression and:. and..... self-
presentati on of others in social situations-.and uses
these cues as guidelines for monitoring-his.,-own.,. self-
presentation (Snyder, 1974). For. high monitoring
individuals, the impact of situational.:. and interpersonal
cues to social appropriateness ought... to be:-considerable...
These :individuals ought to demonstrate....-..considerable.
.situation--to-situation_ specificity ....in •.their_.:_::...self-
presentation and -..social behavior.:.:.::.::. Moreover. ..:..their.
correspondence between behavior-and... attitude-ought to: be.
minimal... They are-. the me. for: this situation type. of::.
person. They always want to appear to be the right
person in the. right place at the right time. By
contrast, the low sel-f-monitoring individual ought to be
less responsive to situational and interpersonal
specifications of behavioral appropriateness. Their
social behavior ought to manifest substantial cross-
si tuational consistency and temporal stability. They
are the me for all times type of person. From the
above, one can see that self-monitoring may be one
influential factor to problem salving performance. High
self-monitoring individuals may estimate self as capable
problem solver better than their low self-monitoring
counterparts.
It is also suggested in Snyder (1979a) that, in
order to influence the behavior of individuals,, first,
we have to distinguish whether her is a high self-
monitoring one or a low self—monitoring one. To
influence the behavior of high self-monitoring
individuals, one should seek control of their situation,
as for low self-monitoring individuals, one should seek
changing relevant underlying attitudes..
n the other hand, acording to Skinner's operant
learning theory, positive consequence.will result in,
strengthening a behavior and increasing the behavior's
frequency of occurence. When we return to- classroom
7teaching, though giving reinforcement to our szuoenLS is
often practised, it is not all the. same effective. The
above suggests that, the high self-monitoring individual.
may -be more sensitive to situational cues (such. as
reinforcement from the teacher), whereas.low self-.
monitoring individuals would.be .more .reluctant. This is
exacly the purpose of the present study-- to investigate
the differences between high and low self-monitoring
students, to see-the effect of teacher 's reinforcement
and. external influence on problem solving performance.
We would. also investigate the effect of different types
of external influence on self confidence in problem
solving among these two types of individuals. In the
study, individuals are classified into low and high
self-monitoring groups. In each group, different
treatments are given to different subgroups while the
sub ects are performing a problem-solving task.
In one subgroup, the experimenter would show
empathy, -warmth and familiarity. The experimenter gives
reinforcements and statements. of confidence continually.
While in the other subgroup, the experimenter appears to
be. harsh and coerhsive. He. urges the sub ject to. work
through threats on the running short of time. The
third i s the control groups. Thus the individuals are
classified according to two self-monitoring levels thigh.
and law) and three reinf orcernent modes (positive,
negative and neutral).
R_ Pnr-nncrta anrl Ri nni -f i ranrp
The main purpose of the present study is to
—investigate how high and low self-monitors are
...influenced by external reinforcement with respect to
.problem solving performance and self—confidence- It is
pointed out by Snyder (1979a) that, for intance, for
- high self-monitoring individuals, to predict their
actions- one would seek information about
characteristics of their situation We would like to
know if individuals differing in self-monitoring would
have a different reaction towards external
reinforcernent.
Though an abundant number of researches were
focused on self-monitoring? as literature review
suggests, and as mentioned in one of Snyder's
correspondence with the author, not much has been done
in the area concerning learning processes- Most of the
emphasis was laid on the role of self—monitoring in
-social behavior. The investigation between self-
monitoring and cognitive variables,- such as-, problem
- solving abilities,'- may be considered a new approach to
the subject.
When, we- come to classroom teachingj as Snyder
(1979a) pointed out that, it is adequate to create a
suitable environment if we are to change the behavior of
high self—monitoring individuals; whereas to influence
the behavior of low self-monitoring individuals, the
genuine change of their attitude is necessary- Moral
psychologists (Lew, 19B1, 19B3) have long been
stressing on the importance of a moral atmosphere in
order to promote the morality of- individuals, while
educatianalists turn their attention to establishing an
academic tradition (school climate) in schools, hoping
that the students may thus be affected. If, however,
the effect imposed on the students by these enviormental
factors depends on the degree of self—monitoring of the
students, the above effort is only effective to those
high self-monitoring ones- For the rest, one should
find ways to convert their attitude first-
In this aspect, thus, the result of the present
study may serve as a guideline to those teachers and
educationalists who are seeking behavior modification
among the students-
c. Definition and dIDn struments
1- I. Q
I.Q. refers to the general intelligence and is
measured by the Raven's Advanced Progressive Matrices-
2. Self-esteem
Self-esteem refers to the general evaluation of the
individual and is measured by Coopersmith Self-esteem
scale, and academic self-esteem refers to the evaluation
o f the individual in the academic aspect and is measured
by the Michigan State Self-Concept of Ability Scale
(SCA).
Self -monitoring
Self-monitoring refers to the degree an individual
to be sensitive to the expression and self-presentation
of others in social situations and is measured by the
self—monitoring scale (Snyder 1974, 1979a).
4.pROBIEM SOIVING aBIIITIES
Problem solving abilities refer to the abilities in
perceiving, subgoal—formulating, rule-searching, rule-
applying and verifying in solving problems and is
measured by the Process Ability Test (Li, 1980) adjusted
to fit the level of form 3.
D. Hypotheses
The main hypotheses are listed as follows.
1. The effect of external reinforcement does not
differ significantly amonng high and low self—monitoring
individuals with respect to problem solving performance.
2. The perceived degree of external reinforcement
does not differ significantly among high and low self-
monitoring individuals.
3. The effect of external reinforcement does not
differ significantly among high and low self-monitoring
individuals with respect to self-confidence in problem
solving.
CHAPTER II LITERATURE REVIEW
A_ PJpI -mnnitnrinn Processes
1. Hiahand low self— monitorina individuals
It is perhaps not a novel idea in saying that
beliefs create reality. However, it is exactly the
focus of investigation of many social psychologists.
The Pygrnaleon effect is one well-known evidence of such
kind. Snyder in his paper When belief creates reality
Snyder 1984) has demonstrated how reality is often
created by belief with a number of experimental results.
In one such experiments on the beliefs about
appearance, Snyder, Tanke Berscheif (1977) allowed
pairs of previously unacquainted college aged men and
women to meet and become acquainted with each other in
telephone conversations. Before the conversation began,
each man received a photograph of the woman he would
meet on the telephone. The photograph, which was
randomly chosen, would portray• either a rather
physically attractive or a rather physically unattracted
young woman.
It is reported that, even before the conversation
began, beliefs about physical attractiveness came to
play. In anticipation of their .forthcoming meetings,
men who looked forward to talking -with physically
attractive women imagined that they would meet descidedly
sociable, poised, humorous, and socially adapt beings,
while men of the other group imagined the apposite.
As the experiment went an, the behavior of the men,
in turn, elicited behaviors on the part of the women
that provided behavioral confirmation for the men's
initial belief about them. The women who were believed
to bE= phsyically attractive reciprocated the sociable
overtures of the men and actually came to behave in a
friendly, likable, and sociable manner. Exactly the
opposite outcome arose for the other group.
Reports were also given on beliefs about gender,
race and job performance. A worker previously penalized
to be having low job performance would actually perform
poorly in his work.
Further empirical research Snyder 1974, 1979a,
1987) shows that individuals differs in the sensitivity
to situation. In particular, Snyder 1974, 1979a)
identified two types of persons in social context,
namely the high self-monitoring and the low monitoring
individuals. In brief, the high self-monitoring
individual is one who is particularly sensitive to the
expression and self-presentation of others in social
situations- and uses these cues as.. guidelines. for
monitoring his own self—presentation. .These•individuals
would be particularly sensitive. to situational
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influences and try to act as the situation requires.
High self-monitoring individuals would report
considerably more variability across situations for
themselves than did low self-monitoring individuals,
they often act like very different persons. However,
they often exhibit marked consistency in self-
presentation. Empirical research suggests that the
situation-to-situation shift are -actually acted out.
against a consistent background. of- expressi ve behaviors
that are common to a wide variety of interpersonal
contexts. in general, high self-monitoring individuals
would appear to be more friendly, outgoing, and
extraverted but less worried. anxious, and nervous
than their low self -monitoring. counterparts (Snyder
1979a).
In addition, high self-monitoring individuals think
that what they say and do may not necessarily reflect
what they believe or -feel. Empirical research validates
that covariation between attitude and behavior was
substantially larger for low self--monitoring individuals
than for high self-monitoring. individuals. It is also
interesting to note that it is more difficult.to arouse
cognitive dissonance in high self-monitoring
individuals.
Further, high self-monitoring individuals are more
likely to notice and accurately remember information
about persons whom they met, infer her or his traits and
dispositions, and think favorably of and express liking
for their prospective dates- Because of this, these
individuals are more likely to develop social
relationships.
The above fertile conceptualization has spawned an
awesome body of research, such as on the investigation
of expressive behavior (Jones St Baumeister, 1976;
Rahaim, Ivaid, Kennelly, S Stricklin, 19B0; Snyder,
1974), self-presentation (Arkin, Gahrenya, Jr.,
Appelrnan, St Cochran, 1979; Dabbs, Evans, Hoppe, St
Purvis, 1980; Paulhus, 1982), deception (Elliott, 1979;
Siegman St Reynolds, 1983), social knowledge (Kulik St
Taylor, 1981; Snyder St Cantor, 1980; Snyder St Tanke,
1977), humor production (Turner, 1980), consistency of
personality (Ajzen, Timko, St White, 1982; Lippa St Mash,
1981; Tunnell, 1980), choice of situation (Diener, 1984;
Glick, 19B6), recall of personal history (Ross,
McFarland, St Fletcher, 1981), reciprocity (Ludwig,
Franca, St Malloy, 19B6; Shaffer, Smith, St Tomarelli,
1982; Snyder St Gangestad, 1982),,. blood pressure
(Sparacino, Rochi, Bigley, Flesch, Kunn, 1983),
decoding skills (Mill, 1984), sex role (Davis, 1978;
Ickes St Barnes, 1977, 1978), leader emergence (Garland St
Beard, 1979), moral reasoning (Gutkin Suls, 1979)
eyewitness accuracy (Hosch, 1984), friendship and datin
(Snyder, Gangested, Simpson, 1983; Snyder Simpsor
1984) and effectiveness of advertising (Snyder DeBonc
1984)- A comprehensive account is given in Snyder 19S7
In Band (1986), it is even suggested that thi
Chinese people may be considered as high self—monitor
when compared with westerners, due to the emphasis o
Confucian concepts. such as Wu-1l
rnl ea n+ i nrH i Hlll i n crnri pfv or- ritP
Though the cognitive consequence of self-monitoring
such as social knowledge, knowledge of self and others
are investigated (Snyder, 1979b), most of the
researches, as shown in the above list of literature,
are focused on self—monitoring and social behavior-
Thus, the present study may be thought to be one of the
few that bridges self-monitoring with other cognitive
variables such as problem solving performance.
So far, we have described the character!stics of
high and low self-monitoring individuals- What,
however, are the psychological processes that underlie
and generate the different behavioral orientations of
the two different types of individuals? This will be
discussed briefly in the next section-
17
2. The processes of self-monitoring
According to the account given by Snyder (1979a),
when a high. self-monitoring individual finds, himself in.
a social situation, he would ask.-and behaviorally.answer
.the question Who does this situation want--me to be and
how can I be that person?. Let us examine the process
further through the example of Mike as given in Snyder,
1979a.
Suppose that Mike is*. high self-monitoring
individual and he might survey-the.-situation at an
early-evening cocktail party and read its character. as
being within the domain of extraversion. For Mike, the
domain of extraversion may be exemplified best by his
rather extraverted friend, Jim. Mike than could cope
with that -situation by putting on his most friendly,
sociable, and outgoing mask, just as, in his .-mind `s
eye, Jim would. He would then construct the so-called
person-in-situation scenario and puts himself into
the picture, and thus, the corresponding action
sequence would be evoked by this kind of action. image.
By contrast, Emma (a hypothetical low self-
survey the scene at the same. early-evening cocktail
party attended by our Mike,read the character of the
situation as extraversion. She might. learn from memory
18
about her standing in the domain of extraversion. She
might learn that I'm much less sociable and talkative
thanthe average person and,' at parties, tend to blend
into my surroundings as I let others take the social
initiative. If Emma is successful in. acting out her
very shy and reserved sel if -image in situations, she wil1
display the consistency in behavior across situations
and the correspondence between act and disposition that
are the hallmarks of the low self-monitoring
individuals.
In other words, high self-monitoring individuals
are thought to construct their person-in-situation
scenarios by reading the character of. each situation
that confronts them to identify a prototype of the ideal
person cal 1 ed for by si tu.ati ons. of that type. Low self-
moni tori ng individuals also construct their person-in-
situation scenario by first reading the .character of the
situation, but then using stored information about those
enduring self-conceptions relevant to that type of
situation to create an image of a person acting in
accord with their characteristic, natures.
19
3. The self--monitor-inq scale
The self-monitoring scale is?..given in Snyder, 1974.
It -consists of .25 self-descriptive statements (see
appendix A), including items which describes (a) concern
with the social appropriateness of one'Ss self-
presentation, (b) attention to social comparison
information as cues to appropriate .self-expression, (c)
the ability to control and modify one's self-
presentation and expressive behavior, (d) the. use of
this ability in particular situations and (e) the extent
to which the respondentts expressive behavior and self-
presentation is cross-situationally consistent or
variable. Validation of the scale was also given in
Snyder,. 1974, with peer-rating, stage actors and
psychiatric ward patients, expressions of emotion and
attention to social comparison information.In Snyder,
1979a, validation was further reported with. criterion
groups,. expressive self -contr o, and with attention to
the behavior of others. As. the. above .review of
literature reveals, the self-monitoring scale. was widely
used-.in researches involving social behavior.
The scale was also analysed factorally in Briggs,,
Cheek,& Buss, 1980 Three factors,viz,acting,
extraversion, and other-directedness were drawn In
Rig9io & Friedman, 1982, through.the investigation with.
20
personality, traits and nonverbal social. skills, the
above three factors were once. again. extracted, and were
suggested to be charisma (extraversion),.. performance
(acting) and social sensitivity.' (other-directedness)
respectively. In Gabrenva, Jr.. Arkin,,... 1980!,.. f our
factors were drawn, they were theatrical....acting ability,
sociability/social- anxiety speechirkg ability, and
other-di rectedness.'.
Sex difference in self-monitoring was also
investigated with the self-monitoring scale... In most of
the researches, though the reversed is also noted, male
are found. to be higher in self-monitoring than their
female counterparts. For this, one is referred to
Frazier Fatis, 1980, and Rosenthal.= Depaulo, 1979.
21
B. Problem. Solving
1. The meaning of probl em
Problem solving is probably the most complex form
of human cognitive functioning. A wide variety of tasks.
has been used to investigate human problem. solving and
is becoming one of the most popular domains of research.
In particular, due to its intrinsic nature, the
instruction of mathematics (and mathematics itself).
exhibits a close relationship with problem solving. In.
a certain sense, the aim of mathematics education lies.






as given in Siu. 1978
(FIG i)
(Griffiths, 1972; Guo, 1985; Secondary School
Mathematics Teacher Handbook Editorial Board, 1985; Sun
Wu, 1986, Siu, 1978; Thriteen Schools Editorial. Board,
1980s Zhao, 1986; Zhung, Ding, Cao, 19B2).
In 1900, when the renowned mathematician David
Hilbert addressed the International Conference of
Mathematics in Paris, in order, to conclude the
achievement in mathematics in the last century, and to
shed light upon future research, the famous 23 problems
were proposed- In his speech, it was also suggested
that, as long as a branch of science offers an abunden
of problems, so long is it alive (Hilbert, 1901;
Newson, 1902; Lin Yuen, 1981)- As a matter of fact,
the 23 problems have proved themselves to be the focus
of mathematics research in the first half of the
century.
In the secondary school mathematics curriculum
issued by the Chinese government since 1977 (Handbook
for secondary mathematics teachers Editorial Board,
1985; and Thirteen Schools Editorial Board, 1980), it is
stated that the aim of (secondary school)« mathematics
education is to acquire the students with abilities in
manipulation 計 算 能 力 logical, thinking 、 邏 輯 思 維 能 力
and spatial visualization ― 空 間 想 像 力 and such
abilities enables the students to anlalyse and solve
problems- As a matter of fact, the National Council of
Supervisors of Mathematics (1977) asserts that learning
. to solve problems is the principal reason -for studying
mathematics, and the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics. in the U.S.) (1980) recommends that
problem solving be the focus of school mathematics in
the 19B0s- The impact of these documents and the 1980
NCTM yearbook may well ensure that.problem solving will
be the theme of the 1980s in school mathematics (see
.also Mathematics Association of America, 1983 and
Resnick, 1981).
We have already discussed the emphasis problem
solving in both mathematics and in education, let us
turn to the meaning of problem.
Cronbach (1955) has illustrated very clearly by the
following example. 'Take the square root of 743.2' is
• no.problem, in the sense that we are considering.... The
pupil- merely applies a skill, doing no more problem-
solving than the typist does in copying off this
manuscript.V A problem must be, in some way, as
Cronbach.has said, a threat of discomfort.
In summary, a problem is something which has
-a)~ a given-situation,-
b) a goal- to be achieved,
-c) yet the.path to go is blocked in same way, and
the person has no immediately available algrithm to
achieve the goal. and
(d a motivation to achieve the goal.
2.Approaches ad models of problem solving
One of the earliest models of problem solving is
documentedin the book "How to solve it" (p61ya,1945) by
the Polish mathematician G. Polya. In the book, four
phases are described for the instruction of problem
solving in mathemaics. They are, understanding the
problem, devising a plan, executing the plan, and
looking back
Other models have been developed as well. Through
teh simulation of human behavior by computers
(artificial intelligence). Newel & Simon (1972)
propsed a model consisting of 5 general assertions.
built upon 4 proositions and 6 basic components. The
stages of problem solving are
(a) Translate the input into internal representat
ion.
(b) Select a method which is possible in that
problem space.
(c) Apply the method.
(d) When terminated, three options are open:
(i) another method
(ii) a different internal representation.
iii) attempt to solve the problem it
ihanHnnaH
e) New problem may arise, attempt these subgoals.
Scandura's model (1977) may be described as a
strutuiralprocess approach to problem solving and an
information processing system. The following stages are
proposed.
a) The problem solver breaks a problem into parts.
b) He then formulates goals for the parts.as well
as for the whole solution.
c) He searches for rules which can serve to
achieve the goals or solutions.
d) He judges the adequacy of each rule considered.
e) If the rule is adequate, .he proceeds to another
subgoal; if not, he switches to higher order rules which
govern the use Df lower order ones. Judgement of
adequacy is also made at this point-
Gagn£, an information processing psychologist
paints out that the solution is always a combination of
subordinate rules which problem solvers have already
acquired before. And after solving the problem, the
subject learns a higher—order-rule which combines the• •
subordinate rules into the solution,., rule.... He- also
asserts that all aspects of problem salving behavior are
teachable (Gagne, 1977).
To summarise, these information processing models,
represent application of artificial intelligence
analysis to problem solving behavior. The organism is
viewed essentially as operating on information,
.executing orderly sequences of cognitive operation.
Retrieval and storage of information are primary
functions. Evaluation is also a key function in that
information must be tested for appropriateness to the
problem andor the solution. Individual differences in
ability to .solve problems may be attributable to
individual variations in strength of the numerous
cognitive abilities involved in the complexity of
problem solving activity.
...... On the other hand, there also emerges models which
stress, abilities. Guilford's model (Guilford, 1967;
_Guilford Sc Hoepfner, 1971) is one of_ those, whereas
-Feldhusen et al (Cox, 1985; Feldhusen, 1972; Feldhusen,
19B0; Feldhusen Guthrie, 197-9; Feldhusen, Houtz Sc
. Ringenbach, 1972a, 1972b; Feldhusen, Houtz, Ringenbach
Lash, 1971; Gruen, 1972; Houtz 8c Feldhusen 1976; .Houtz,
Ringenbach Feldhusen,. 1973; Purdue University, and
.Speedie, ,-1973) proposed another one .that, based.on five
r logical. steps to prob1em solving (Dewey, 1910),. which
-identified 12 distinct problem solving skills. From
„ this, a problem-solving measurement is developed, called
the Purdue Elementary Problem-solving Inventory which
consists of. 49 items (Purdue). Six major factos are
extracted by factor analysis, they ares
a) verification.
b) noting relevant details,
c) sensing problems.
d) defining the problems (integrating details)
el» seeing implications, and
f) seeing familiar things in unfamiliar ways.
Besides the above models, there are also the
creative problem solving models developed through the
efforts to teach problem solving skills (e.g., Osborn,
1963; Gordan, 1973). For details, one is referred to
Feldhusen Guthrie, 1979.
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From the above, we see that in both the models
developed by Scandura and that developed.by Newell and
Simon, it is assumed that problem solvers break up the
problem into subproblems and the solution of the whole
problem will come about once each subproblem is solved.
However, this is not universally accepted. Some other f.
psychologists, such as John(1910), Wallas (1926)., r
Gary(1957) hold that problems are solved as a whole.
For instance, in Wallas's thoery, a problem is. solved in
four stages; preparation, incubation, illumination and'
verification. The solution is obtained as a whole once
the problem is deeply incubated-
This descrepancy may be answered partially by
experiments on anagrams- An anagram puzzle is a game of
restructuring a string of letters into meaningful words-
It is found that if the anagram is already a meaningful
word, the process of breaking the initial pattarn and
rearranging to another word is delayed (Horn, 1962).
For instance, it is more difficult to rearrange from the
word source to the word course than to transform
from lisimra to similar- This is called an
inhibitory effect.
The above experiments suggest that when the anagram
is an easy one (for the case of a meaningless word), the
wholistic method is sufficient, and if the anagram is a
difficult one (for the case of a meaningful word), the-
subject would have to break the initial pattern- In
this case, subgoals have to be formed- In brief,
wholistic methods are often adequate in solving easy
problems while subgoals have to be set in dealing with
harder problems.
4. Relationship between problem solving abilities and
nthpr rnnnif-vp vari shl pp-.
Relationship between problera solving abilities and
various cognitive variables is also documented- Some of
these varaibles include logical .thinking, concept
formulation, language development, perceptual skills,
response style, measures of reading, I.Q. school
achievement and cognitive style (Ki, 1983; Li, 1980).
Billings (1934) constructed a series of 60-minute
tests in eight academic subjects: geometry, arithmetic,
physics, mechanics, economics, geography and history and
found that the average intercorrelation of the scores of
problem salving in these subjects was 0-67 and is
highly correlated with I.Q.
When McNemar (1955) tackled the same problem, the.
same conclusion was drawn- He found that good problem
solvers were those superior in induction, deduction and
word fluency, especially in fluency in supplying words
to fit a meaningful criterion.
High and low I.Q. groups were also contrasted by
Tate, Stanier, and Harootunian (1959). Tests of verbal
and abstract reasoning, problem solving games and,
thought problems on 500 students in grades seven and
eight yielded a correlation of 0.645 between problem
salving and I.Q. scores.. r
Li, in his research (1980), established
essentially the same result, that the correlation of
problem solving ability with I.Q. is .2794 (p=0.003) and
that with school achievement is 0.52 (p-001), which
infers that problem solving ability is a better
predictor to school achievement than I.Q. However, he
also found that good problem solver may not necessarily
possess high I.Q. This, as Li explained, shows that a
good problem solver must be familiar with the techniques
of solving problems but may not necessarily be
intelligent.
Tests with the Purdue Elementary Problem Solving
Inventory were also performed. In Houtz, Ringenbach,
Feldhusen (1973), correlations between problem salving
ability (with the Purdue Elementary Problem Solving
Inventory) and other cognitive variables were
established through tests with a .total number of 1071
subjects. The correlations of problem solving with
logical thinking (0.45 to 0.51) and concept formation
CO.31 to 0.41) were significant; the correlations with
I.Q. (0.40 to 0.46), reading. (0.3B to 0.52), the
, arithmetic problems from the Iowa Tests (0,29 to 0.39),
and the perceptual tests (0.40 to 0.54). were moderate.
. Only the correlations of problem salving and, response
style(0.18 to 0.27) were lower (see also Feldhusen,
Houtz, Ringenbach, 1972 and Speedie, Ringenbach,
Feldhusen, 1973).
In Feldhusen Guthrie, 1979, other dimensions
related to problem solving were also mentioned, such as
problem -finding behavior (Getzels Czikszentmihalyi,
1975), attitude (Davis, 1973), imagery (Miller, Galenter
Pribram, 1960) and memory (Guilford, 1967). The
relationship between problem solving and cognitive style
was also reported in Ki, 1980. We will turn to the
relationship between problem solving and attitude Df the
problem solver in sections 6.
5. Process ability
In Scandura'5 model (Scandura, 1977), the following
stages of problem solving were proposed,
a) The problem solver breaks a problem into parts
(subgoal—formulating).
b) He then -formulates goals for the parts as well
as for the whole solution (subgoal—formulating).
c) He searches for rules which can serve to
achieve the goals for solutions (rule-searching).
d) He judges the adequacy of each rule considered
(verifying)•
e) If the rule is adquate, he proceeds to another
subgoal; if not, he switches to higher order rules which
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govern the use of lower order. ones.-.Judgement of
adequacy is also made at this point. (rule--applying).
Basing on the above, Li. (1980) proposed that five















An analogy can also be drawn- to the six f actors











Under such considerations, the process ability test was
developed. The original test. consists of two
mathematics and two physics problems. The present one
is modified, and it consists of -mathematics.. problems
only. Each problem consists of four parts, as follows:
a) Perceiving test
This part consists of questions which are
intended to test
i) whether the subject can fully understand
the problem statement..
ii) whether the subject can process a correct
internal representation of the problem.
iii) whether the subject can grasp the relation
between the different concepts involved.
In this part the subject is confronted with the problems
and. is asked to answer some rnul ti pl e-choice. or fill-in-
the blank questions. The setting of.-.these-questions are
based on the above cirteria. Marks are given to correct
answer s»
b) Subgoal-formulating- test
This part consists of questions which are
intended to test the subj ect `s ability. in forming
subgoals for the solution of.- the..:. probl.em....... ..The subject
is. confronted with a set of subgoals..and ..is..., asked to
choose the. ones he finds applicable.-.:._:.:.-:.The.:....-subject.... is.
also asked to put the chosen subgoals into the order of
working- .The answer is compared with the ideal shortest
sequence and the number of. correct subgoals chasen-
c) Rule-searching and verifying test
~. In this part- the subject is first given the
ideal sequence of subgoals, disregarding if the subject
got i the correct one in the previous part- The subject
is also given a set of rules related to the problem (.-and
is asked to choose the correct one in order to reach
each subgoal-, .Actual application is not required-
After that the subject is asked to evaluate the
. correctness of his answer- The subject is also.asked to
state the reason why he thinks the answer correct.
Marking is based on the number of correct rules stated
and the number of correct checkings.
d) Rule-applying and verifying test
;- In this part, the subject is given both the
ideal sequence of subgoals necessary to solve the
problem and the correct rule corresponding to each
subgoal- The subject is then required to apply these
rules accordingly and the final solution obtained- As
in the above, the subject is required to evaluate the
correctness of his answer and state the reason for his
judgement- Marks are given to correct.... answers and
.correct ckeckings--.......
In Li, 1980, the prcoess ability test was then
admfimistered to 225 Form 4 subsidized school students in
Hong Kong. With the help o-f path analysis, the













Hence, the process ability test is proved to be
valid and it is suggested that it could be applied
whenever suitable.
Factor analysis was also performed which showed
that a general problem solving ability exists and is a
better predictor to school achievement than is I.Q.
6. Self—efficacv and Droblem—sol vino performance
In Lester (1980), four variables are considered in
the discussion of representative research and .current
trends. They are, task variables,... subject variables,
process variables and instructional variables.. In
particular, it is pointed out that only a small portion
of research has been devoted exclusively or primarily to
at con si deration of subject variables, most studies do
consider various subject variables as... independent
variables. Further in the discussion„ affective.
variables are especially considered. 1 They- include
interest, motivation, confidence, perseverance, and a
willingness to take risks- .For example, the
Mathematical Problem Solving Project (MPSP) decided that
willingness, perseverance, and self-confidence are three
of the most important influences on problem-solving
performance (Webb, Moses, Kerr, 1977), and Robinson
(1973) found that good problem solvers had higher self-
esteem than poor problem salvers, a result that supports
the belief in the importance of developing studentsc
self-confidence in order to enhance problem-solving
success-
Keisler (1969) pointed out that the extent of
incentives and motivation of the problem solver is one
influential factor of individual differences in shcool
problem solving performance- In Davis (1973) (see also
Feldhusen Guthrie, 1979), it is suggested that
attitudes may also play a role in problem. solving
behavior, in particular, the individual should view self
as a capable problem solver in order to have a high
problem, solving performance- Cronbach (1955) also noted
that the lack of confidence of-the individual would make
them dismiss problems as insolvable before they have
make an adequate effort to solve them, while,in Gruen,
1972, a negative correlation, of -0.15 to -0.28 is
reported between locus of control and performance an!
achievement and intelligence tests.
—In Zimmerman Ringle (1981), it is mentioned that
the study of children's motivation to achieve has
attracted the attention o-f theorectically diverse
researches, and a number o-f separate models have been
involved in this convergence toward a cognitive view of
ahcievement motivation- These include Rotter's 1966)
locus of. control theory, Weiner's (1974, 1977)
attribution theory, Seligman's (Seligman, 1975; Seligman
84 Mair, ,1967) learned helplessness theory and Bandura's
(1977) theory of self-efficacy.
It is further mentioned in Zimmerman Ringle
(1981) that, to date, self-efficacy theory has been
primarily used to. guide research an clinical
interventions designed to rid people of severe phobias.
Only recently have efforts been made to use the theory
to direct research on student's motivation to achieve on
intellectual tasks. Brown Inouye, 1978 is perhaps
the first such study, and following this trend,
Zimmerman and Ringle C19B1) investigated the effects of
model persistence, and statements of confidence on
childrens self-eff icacy and problem solving.
these two studies, not only the inf luence of
self-efficacy on problem solving performance was1
studied, -theeffect of modeling on children's self—
efficacy and problem solving performance was also
validated- As a matter of fact. Skinner's operant
learning theory state that a positive consequence will
result in strengthening the behavior, increasing the
behavior's frequency of occurance. This consequence is
called reinforcement- In Zimmerman and Ringle (1981),
for instance, the influence of an adult-model's degree
of persistence and statement of confidence was studied
with 100 first and second grade children in a lower-
class, urban school- A male model unsuccessfully
attempted to separate the two rings of a wire puzzle,
and the children was subsequently tested again with an
insolvable ring puzzle- A day later, the children was
tested again with an insolvable embedded word puzzle-
In addition to their actual persistence on the two
tasks, the children's self—efficacy estimates were
assessed at various points during the experiment. The
model's long duration of performance and his statements
of confidence significantly increased the work transfer
task.. These modeling treatments significantly affected
the children's self-efficacy estimates as well.
n the other hand, the effect- of test anxiety an
academic performance is also investigated- In many such
studies, it is found that the degree of test anxiety
correlated negatively to academic performance (Benjamin,
McKeachie, Lin, Holinger., 1981 and Brown Nelson,
1983). Further investigation indicates that when state
anxiety level is controlled, the test anxiety- test
performance relation is apparent only during the later
stages of the course (Hunsley, 1985). In Bruch, Ouster,
Kaflowitz, 1983, it is -found that components
reflecting internal dialogue are more strongly related
to each other than to performance. The result of the
same paper indicates that students emitting more
negative self-statements and attached with more negative
meanings to test will report a more anxious mood, and
report more bodily sensations indicative of arousal.
To sum up, the self-efficacy and attitude of the
students are influential factors to problem solving
performance, and these factors, in turn, can be altered
through adults'5 reinforcement or modeling. However, how
much can reinforcement or modeling be effective is
s
another question. In the above discussion, we have
mentioned that the degree of self-monitaring differs
among individuals. In other wards, the enviroment (such
as reinforcement and modeling) is more affective to some
... individuals than tD their counterparts.
..... v..In. Snyder .(1979a), it.. is painted out that
behavioral scientists long have tried to.chart the links
between an individualcs actions in life situations and
relevant attitudes, traits, and dispositions- and it is
found that trait measures are distressingly poor
predictors of actual behavior, that actions are
unreliable clues to underlying dispositions, and that
the observed cross-situatianal correlation coefficients
are often minimal-
Snyder (1979a further pointed out that, for high
self-monitoring individuals, for example, to predict
their actions, one would seek information about
characteristics of their situation- To .influence their
behavior, one would seek control of their situations.
Empirical study on the effect of advertisement (Snyder
St DeBono 19B5) also reveals that high self-moni tors are
more attracted by image-oriented advertisements, whereas
low self-monitors by product quality-oriented ones.
Thus, how effective are adults' reinforcement and
statements of confidence await further investigation,
and this is precisely the purpose of the present study-
CHAPTER III METHOD
A- Exoerimental Dp=;i ni
The experiment -follows a pretest— posttest,
experimental and control group design (Campbell, 1963).
The subjects are classified into high and low self-
monitoring groups according to Snydercs self—monitoring
scale. In each group, different treatments are given to
different subgroups.
In one subgroup, the experimenter would show
empathy., warmth and f arpil iarity. The experimenter gives
reinforcements and statements of confidence continually.
While in another subgroup, the experimenter appears to
be harsh and coerhsive. He urges the subject to work
through threats if it is not completed in time. The
third is the control group.
The design is modified from an exercise used in
counselling and guidiance (and leadership training
schemes) for the analysis of helping., behaviors- For
details of the game, one is referred to Pfeiffer Jones
(1974) (Game 121), Wickelgren (1974), and Mr. Zhang
Monthly (1986). In the present study, we would like to
employ this design, to give different levels of
reinforcements to high and low self-monitoring
individuals, as shown in the table 1-
TABLE 1
The Design of the Experiment
Empathy Coerhsive Control
Hiah SM







In each subgroup, subjects are required to salve a
number at mathematics problems designed in the -form of
process ability test- The problems are set according to
the fallowing criteria.
1. Keisler (1969) urged that students not be
penalized for an inadequate understanding of concept,
principles, or vocabulary used in measures of problem
solving abilities (see also Feldhusen, Koutz, Ringenbach
Lash, 1971). The problems were thus chosen so that
their content is within the teaching syllabus (problems
in the pilot studies were thus chosen from the first few
chapters in the Form 3 syllabus). The experimenter
would also emphasize that he is ready to help if there
is any difficult word not understood by the subjects.
2. Rules, which will be reduced to a minimum number,
were given for application. The rules were also printed
on the test paper and the subject could be equiped with
these rules in a short time.
3- As we have mentioned earlier that subgaals are not
necessary -for easy problems, only those problems which
involve analytical thinking are chosen- We have also
mentioned that (Cronbach, 1955; Davis, 1973; Keisler,
1969) a problem is meaningful only if the subject finds
it difficult and has the incentive in solving it- For
this reason, the problems were set by modifying those
harder problems. inside their text books.
Since, in each problem, the solution to the
previous part is basically given in the proceeding part,
in order to avoid the subject from altering their own
answers, the subject was required not to turn back to
previous parts once answered; and since the subject may
want to refer to the problem itself from time to time,
holes in the question book were cut so that each part
was printed on separate pages, and simultaneously, the
subject was able to look at the problem no matter which
part he is answering.
The uniformity of the experimental situations was
further monitored by a number of questions to be
answered by the subjects after the test- They were also
asked about their self-confidence in solving such kinds
of problems after the experiment-
Both the process ability test and the questions on
reinforcement, and self-confidence were marked
accordingly and the data were analysed with the help c
computer„
B. Scoring of the Process Abo;otu Test
The scoring of the process ability test is just the
same as that qiven in Li (19B0).







2. Subaoal—formulating Test (SUB)
One correct answer:
ne incorrect answer:
3. Rule-searching Test (SER)
One correct answer:
One incorrect answer:
4. Rule-applying Test (APR)
One correct answer:
one incorrect answer:
5- Verifying Test (VER)
one correct checking of the correct
answer:......










In La, 1980, it was also found, by factor analysis,!
that a general problem solving ability exists- Here,
the general problem solving ability score (GPSA) is
calculated by adding the standard scores of the above
together.
For hypothesis 1, the pretest- posttest score of
the process abilitiy test on problem solving in
different groups was compared by analysis of covariance.
The independent variable being the various groups, the
dependent variable being the process abilities and the
covariate being the general problem solving ability
recorded in the pretesting.
For hypothesis 2, the scores of the questions on
reinforcement in different groups were compared by
neway analysis of variance. The independent variable
being the various groups and the dependent variable
being the scores of the questions.concerned..
For hypothesis 3, the scores of the questions on
self—confidence in. problem solving in different groups
were compared by analysis of covariance. The
independent variable being the various groups, the
dependent variable being the scores of the questions
concerned and the covariate being the general problem
solving ability of the test.
The self-esteem, academic sel-f-esteem, self-
monitoring, I.Q., and the problem solving abilities
between the two sexes will also be compared by oneway
analysis of variance and the correlation coefficients
between the measures will also be computed.
D_ Pretestino
In September, 1986, a pretesting was performed on
all the Form 3 students in a secondary school. The
school is a subsidized secondary school situated in a
Kowloon estate. It has 11 years of history and is run
by a commercial association. Its academic standard is
considered as slightly above average and the majority
of its students come from the lower middle class.
Mearly all of its students are local Chinese. 93 of the
158 subjects are female, 65 are male. Most of them have
an age of 14 and 15.
The sex and age of each subject were recorded and
four variables were measured. They were, self-esteem,
academic self-esteem, self-monitoring and I.Q. Finally,
one mathematics problem was given.in the form of process
ability test.
The reliabilities of self-esteem, academic self-
esteem and self-monitoring were, found. to., be G. 66, 0.82
and 065 respectively, the means and standard deviations
are listed in table 2.-
TABLE 2
Means and standard deviations of various measures


































It was found that the number of subjects having a
self-monitoring score in the intervals 1-3, 4-6, 7-9,
10-12, 13-15, 16-18, 19-21 are respectively 1, 19, 37,
41, 38, 18, and 4. The correlations coefficients are
listed in table 3.
Pearson correlation coefficients among
Measures bri. self—monitoring, self— esteem,
I.Q.,- and problem solving abilities-































































academic sel-f—esteem, S.M.- self-monitoring, PER
perceiving ability, SUB- subgoal-formulating ability, SE
- rule-searching ability, APP- rule-applying ability, VE
- verifying ability, GPSA- general problem solvin
ability. j•
The above result shows that the 5 parts of th
process ability test correlate with each other. This ii
a natural result and WIS also reported in Li, 1980,
Self—esteem correlates negatively with self—monitoring,
I.Q., and rule-applying ability. This may be explainet
by the fact that, for low self-monitoring students and
those with a lower I.Q., they wsffi not observant enough
on their own weaknesses, and! thus resulting in a higher
esteem- Also, as it was reported in Li, 1980, the rule-
applying was the most diffifcult one among the other
processes in problem solving- Nevertheless, these
correlations were only moderate-
On the other hand, self—monitoring clidl not
correlate with problem solving abilites except for
perceiving test- As painted out by Li (1980), in the
explanation that I.Q. was not a strong predictor of
school achievement in his study, that in order the
subject to have a high score in academic tests, it is
sometimes only necessary to be drilled with the
ncecessary skills- However., among the 5 parts in the
process ability test to test problem solving,
performance, only the perceiving test involve how the
subject observes cues given in the question- The other
parts may involve manipulation skills and carefulness-
In light of this, as self—monitoring measures how ain
individual take situational cues, it is not unreasonable
to have self-monitoring correlating with the perceiving
abi1ity.
Sex difference W35 also investigated by analysis of
variance, as shown in table 4-
TABLE 4
Analysis of variances
Differences of self—esteem, Academic Self-esteem,
Self-monitoring and Problem solving abilities
male female

















































































p .05, p .01
The above shows that there was no significant
difference in self-esteem and academic self-esteem
between the two sexes. Male.subjects had a greater
I.Q. than those female subjects (F= 13.96, df= 1, p
.00). Contrary to the result in Frazier Fatis, 1980,
and Rosenthal 8 Depaulo, 1979, we found no significant
difference in self-monitoring between the. two sexes,
which involves undergraduates instead of secondary
school students.
There? rtflS no significant difference in the problem
solving abilities o-f perceiving, subgoal-formulating,
rule—searching and verifying between the two sexes.
This is coherant with the result in Li, 1980. However,
we found signficant difference in rule-applying (F
= 8.27, df= 1, p .00), which was found to be the most
difficult stage of problem solving in• Li, 1980;
specifically, male were found to possess a higher score
than the female.
C Di 1 —i4- C4 i irl-i r-r—
In October, 19B6, the first pilot study was
performed. It was meant to be a pre-run Df the actual
experiment, thus the design of the two are more or less
the same. The subjects were divided according to two
levels of self-monitoring (high and low) and three
levels of reincorcement (positive, negative and
neutral), forming totally six cells. In the pilot
study, there were 6 subjects in each cell.
In the pilot study,_»£ female subjects were chosen
from the above 158 students, half of them were law self-
monitoring individuals. They possessed a self-
monitoring score one mark below the mean, which is 11,
and was at least half a standard deviation below the
mean.. The other half was high self-monitoring
individuals, they possessed a self-monitoring score one
mark above the mean, which is 13, and was at least half
a standard deviation above the mean.
To reduce possible difference in the situation, the
pilot study was performed in a single day. Each subject
was required to solve three mathematics problems in the
level of Form 3, set in the form of a proces ability
test, under different reinforcement modes. The test
lasted for 30 minutes, which was found to be sufficient
for the subjects. In the pilot study, only 6 subjects
were treated together at the same time so that enough
attention could be given to each of them. The seats
were so arranged that the subjects could not see each
other.
As mentioned above, there were three reinforcement
modes given to different subgroups. In the empathy
groups, the experimenter generated a warm and empathic
atmosphere. He walked around, giving reinforcement and
statements of confidence in a warm tone while the
subjects were working. He also wore a smile on his
face. However, he gave no hint to the answering of the
questions.
- In the coerhsive groups, the experimenter also
walked around while the subjects were working; but this
time, the, experimenter will urgeed the subjects to work
faster with a cool and harsh voice- A strict and solemn
situation was created- However,- he did not discourage
the subjects, nor did he criticise that the subjects
were not good probl em—sol vers. He would reminded, -from
time to time, the running short of time.
Whereas in the control group, the experimenter
just let the subjects work by themselves. The
experimenter sat at the teacher's desk as if he was
doing his own work.
In order to unify the experimenter's performance,
all the necessary verbal communications Mere written down
before hand, as given in the following table.
TABLE 5
Verbal reinforcement given in
different groups
Time Ernpathic group Coerhsive group Control group
0 min Take your time,
try your best!












20rnins Take it easy Hurry up!
In tsible 5,) indicates that the statement is
communicated to the subject individually- The
experxmenter haef to wait -for a suitable time (-for
instance, when the subject has just written down an
answer) before he could reinforce the subject.
There was no interraction in the last 10 minutes,
since some may have already finished- the test- For
nonverbal cues, besides creating an appropriate
atmosphere as memtioned above, in the empathic groups,
the experimenter walked around leisurely giving
statements of reinforcement at times, but not to
influence the working of the subjects- In the
coerhsive groups, the experimenter also walked around,
but he walked closer to the subjects, giving a kind of
threat to them- And in the control groups, the
experimenter only sat aside, as if he was busy with his
own work, showing no interest to the performance of the
subject.
In all the groups, the experimenter would only
answer those minor queries concerning the literal
meanings of words, typographical errors (if any), etc.
If such questions have to be answered, theyi were all
given in a plain tone, making., neutral reinforcement
effect on the subjects.
The degree of reinforcement was monitored by four
questions put in a 5-point Likert scale, whereas the
degree of self-confidence was checked by another set of
3 questions in a 5-point Likert scale- These questions
were put at the end of the process ability test.
The solution of the process ability test was marked
accordingly- Since each questionaire in the pretesting
was coded, their problem solving abilities in the
pretesting and the pilot could be compared by analysis
of covariance- The result showed that the treatment was
significant and difference in problem solving
performance spoted.
In order to strengthen the effect, it was decided
that the number of questions should be increased to
seven- For this purpose, another pilot study was
performaned in December, 19B6- The subjects were the
same as those in the first pilot.
The process ability test of problem solving in the
second pilot was arranged in two sections- The first
section consisted of four mathematics questions, whereas
the second section consisted of three questions-
Different reinforcement modes were also given in the
intermission according tQ the difference in groups. The
reinforcement given in the intermission was supposed to
be comments on the performance in the first section.
Similarly, both verbal and nonverbal reinforcement was
unified, and as in the first pilot study., the degree of
reinforcement was monitored by six_questions and the
degree of self-confidence checked by another five
questions- All these questions were put in a 5—point
Likert scale, with one set put at the end of the first
section, and another identical set put at the end of the
second section- The result of the second pilot is given
as follows-
Manipulation Check on the Level of Reinforcemen
The following questions were used as manipulation
check on the level of reinforcement-
Question 1- Did you receive enough support and
encouragement?
Question 2- Did you feel that the teacher wanted
you to finish the questions?
Question 3. Did you feel anxious in solving the
questions?
Question 4- Did vou feel uneasv?
Question 5. Were you confident in finishing the
questions?
Question 6- Were the environment and atmosphere
helpful in solving the problems?
Analysis of covariacne was used to check the differences
of reinforcement level received in different groups.
The result is listed in table 6-.
TABLE 6
Analysis o-f Covariance:
Dif-ferences of Reinforcement Level received in
Various groups in the Second Pilot Study

























































SM: Self—monitorinq, REIN: Level of reinforcement
p .05, p» 01
From table 6, we can see that there were signficant
differences of reinforcement levels among different
groups, expecial1y for questions 1, 5, 6, and 7. The
insignificance in the other questions may be due to the
irrelevance of the questions in checking the level of
reinforcement. Nevertheless, the significnat difference
in the total score indicates that the treatment was
effective.
2. Problem solving abilities in high and low self—
monitoring subjects ih different experimental
rnnriir+ i nnc:
The mean of each cell is listed in table 7.
TABLE 7
Means of their Problem Solving Abilities for High and Low
SelL f—monitors in Experimental Conditions in the Second Pilot
Abilities
I niAi Rp14—mnni tnrc:
EMF CQE CON
Hinh Sl f— mom tcirs
EMF COE CDN
































































































































EMPs Empathy groups, COE: Coeherive groups, CON:
Control groups-
Analysis of covariance was used to compare the
problem solving abilities in different groups and is
listed in table 8.•
TABLE 8
Analysis of Covariance on the Problem Solving Abilities
of High and Low Self—monitoring Subjects in the Three
Experimental Conditions in the Second Pilot Study, with
Problem Solving Abilities in the Pretesting as Covariate










































































r_£— - m r SM-two levels of self-
monitoring, REIN— three levelsof reinf
Table 8 shows that there were significant
differences of the perceiving abilities by self-
monitoring in the second section (F= 9.10, df= 2, p
.GO) and in the total score (F =8.9, df= 1, p .01).
This is coherant with the high correlation between the
perceiving ability with self-monitoring we found in the
pretesting. There were also significant diferences in
other problem solving abilities by different modes of
reinforcement, viz, the rule-applying ability in the
first section (F= 5.59, df= 2, p .01), in the second
section F= 3.22, df= 2, p .05), and in the total
score (F= 5.08, df= 2, p .01) and the general
problem solving ability in the first section (F= 5.18,
df =2, p .01), in the second section (F= 3.22, df=
2, p .05), and in the total score F= 4.84, df= 2, p
«01. Significant differences were also spotted in the
second section for the rule-searching ability (F= 4.73,s
df= 2, p .02).
3- Self-confidence of high and low self-rnonitaring
=;t i K 4F=r-+ c: in rli-f-f =»r-(=n-f- pvnpri mpntAl rnnrii hi nnc
The following questions were used to check the
sel-f—confidence in problem solving of the subjects.
Question 1. These questions are not as difficult
as I imagined.
Question 2. If I were asked to da such kind of
questions again, I could do better.
Question 3. I am not as frightened to solve these
questions as before.
Question 4. I am more frightened to solve these
questions as before.
Question 5. If I were asked to solve such kind of
problems again, I will be willing to do
so.
The mean score of each cell is listed in table 9.
TBALE 9
Means of their Problem Solving Abilities far High and














































































EMPs empathy groups, COE: coerhsive groups, CDNs
fTrrf frrfcl mrnnnic:...
Analysis of covariance was used to compare the
self—confidence in different groups and is listed in
table 10.
TABLE 10
Analysis of Covariance in the Self-confidence of
High and Low Self—monitors in the eKperimental
conditions in the Second Pilot, with
General Problem Solving Ability as Covariate
Questions













































< .05, REIN- two levels of self-monitoring
REIN- three levels of reinforcement
Table 10 shows that there were significant
differences in section two with respect to questions 1,
(F= 4.66, df= 2, p- 02)„
From table 7- 10, one can see that it is most




In January., 19B7, the actual experiment was
performed- 60 subjects were chosen among those 158
subjects whD haven't been selected in the pilot studies-
Half of them were low sel-f— monitors- They possessed a
self-rnonitoring score 4 marks below the mean, which is
8;, and is at least 1 standard deviation below the mean.
The other half were high self-monitors, they possessed a
self-monitoing score 2. marks above the mean.
Statistical considerations shows that the probability of
a high self-monitor being erroneously taken as a low
self-monitor, or vice versa, is less than -01- Each
group was subdivided into 3 subgroups, different modes
of reinforcement (positive, negative and neutral) were
qiven accordingly. In other words, there were 10
subjects in each cell-,
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2. Procedure
Each subject was required to solve a number of
mathematics problems in the level of Form 3. The course
was divided.into two sections.
In the first section, the subjects were required to
solve 4 problems in 30 minutes and in the second
section. the subjects were required to solve 3 problems
in- 20 minutes, with some demographic questions at their
leisure. All of the problems were put in the form of
the process ability test.
Only 5 subjects were treated simultaneously in
order to have a better effect of the experiment, and
their seats were so arranged that the subjects could not
see each other, so as to reduce possible: interaction,.
As mentioned above, .there were three reinforcement
modes given to diferent subgroups. In. the empathy
group, ..teh experimenter generated. a. warm and empathic
atmopsphere. He walked around, giving reinforcement and
statements of. confidence in a warm tone while the
subjects were working. He also wore a smile on his
face. However, he gave no hint to the answering of the
questions.
In the coerhsiva groups, the experimeter also
walked around. while the subjects were working; but this
time,the experimenter urged the subjects to work faster
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with a cool. and harsh voice. A strict and solemn
situation was created. However, he did not discourage
were not good problem-solvers. He reminded from time to
time, the.running short of time.
Whereas in the control group the experimenter
just. let the subjects work by themselves. The
experimenter sat at the teacher s desk as if he was
doing his. own work.
Di-fferent types of statements of confidence were
.also given in the intermission. They were supposed to
be the comment of the subjects performance in the first
section. In order to unify the experimenter is
performance, all the necessary verbal communications
were written down before hand, as given in table 1I.
TAPtl FT 11
Verbal reinforcement given in
Different groups
| _ t Coerhisve orouo I Control
The -following questions
had been -tested in other
schools, and was founc
to be not quite easy,
However, since all of
you did very well in thE
pretesting, so, I'm sure
that you will do as well
in the pretesting- Try,
your best and start worf
:— i
The -following questions
had been„ tested ir
other schools, and was
-found to be quite easy.
However, from your re¬
sult in the pretestinc
you may find difficulty
in doing- Now, try hare







1 r rifiifD ni-ir-ck rrrv nr M;akr f= pa+•£ nri
I Y«•— an«—j—J•—»« m»—•MP I 4? 4 r—t l.in 1 iYou should have done
! h P1 -h far-_
t Hurrv Lin
!As I observed your per¬
formance previously,
found that you are doint
! pretty good. Even if yoi
Iwere stuck, you did tr'
! your best- So, I am suri
{that you would have n
{problem in the next sec-
!tion. Try your best ant
I J -i_ i•... I
!As I observed previous
I ly, I found that youi
{performance was not a
{good as 1 expected
j there are fewer problei
!in the second sectioi
!see if you can have
{better result- So








n j•_ 14 Mri Ir i=i d4- nr
HYou should have dor
! h P1 f far- 1
r
I
! Hi virf i in
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The numbers in the left column indicate the number
of minutes from start, and *. indicates that the
statement was communicated to the subject individually.
The experimenter had to wait for.a suitable time (for
instance, when the subject had just written down an
answer) before he could reinforce the subject.
There was no interaction in the last 10 minutes in
both sections, since some may have already finished the
test. For nonverbal. 'cues, besides creating an
appropriate atmosphere as. mentioned above, in the
empathy groups. the experimenter walked around
leisurely giving statements of reinforcement at times,
but not to influence the working of the subjects. In
the coerhsive groups. the experimenter also walked
around, but he walked closer to the subjects, giving
kind of threat to them. And in the, control groups, the
experimenter only-sat aside, as if he was busy with h i
own work,showing no interest to the performance of the
subjects.
In all the groups, the experimenter only answered
those minor queries concerning. the .literal meanings of
.words, typographical errors (if any), etc.If such
questions. had-to be. answered .they were all, given in a
plain tone, making neutral reinforcement effect on the
subject. This was the same as. in the pilot. studies.
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The degree of reinforcement was monitored by seven
questions put in a 6-point bipolar Likert scale, whereas
the degree of self-confidence was checked by another set
of five questions in a 6-point. bipolar Likert scale.
Two identical sets of such questions were put at the end
of the prates ability test in each section,.
The solution of the process ability test was marked
accordingly and was compared by analysis of covariance,
with problem solving ability in the pretesting as
covari ate. The scores of the questions on reinforcement
and self-confidence were also maked and analysed with
the help of computers.
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CHAPTER IV RESULTS
A. Manipulation check on the Level of Reinforcement
A self-developed- questionarie (see appendix E)
which consists of 7 questions was employed to measure
the level of reinforcement. The reliability
coefficients (Cronbach alphas) for the first and the
second sections were found to be .74 and .85
respectively, which were -substantially high. This
indicates the internal consistency of the quest i onai re..
Since the 1st, 2nd and 6th questions were written in the
negative manner, the total score of reinforcement was
obtained by: summing up the score of each question after
the above three questions were recoded in the positive
direction. The mean score of the questions is listed in
table 122 and analysis of covariance was used to check
the differences of reinforcement level recieved in
different experimental groups. The result is listed in
table 13.
TABLE 12.
Mean scores of Questions on Reinforcement for
High and Low Self-monitors in the
Experimental Conditions in the Experiment
Questions
















































































































































































EMPk empathy groups. COE: coerhsive groups, CON:
control groups
neway analysis Df variances was used to check the
differences of reinforcement level received in different
experimental groups. The result is listed in table 13.
TABLE 13
Analysis of Covariance:
Differences of Reinforcment Level Received in
Various groups in the Experiment













£: P .05, SM- two levels of self-monitoring,
REIN- three levels of reinforcement levels.
The result in table 13 shows that there were
significant differences of reinforcement levels among
different groups. This indicates that the treatment was
effective.
B. Problem Solving Abilities in High and Low Self-
monitorino Subjects in Diff erent Experimental
Conditinn?
The mean score of problem solving ablities in each
cell is listed in table 14.
TABLE 14:
Means of their Problem Solving Abilites -for High and Low































































































































EMPs empahty groups, C0E: coerhsive groups, CON: control qrouoE
Analysis of covariance was used to compare the
problem solving abilities in different groups and is
listed in table 15.
TAFtl F 15
Analysis of Covariance on the Problem Solving Abilities
of High and Low Self-monitoring Subjects in the Three
Experimental Conditions in the Experiment;, with
Problem Solving Abilities in the Pretesting as Covariate







































































p .05,SM-two leverls of self-monitoring
REIN-three levels of
The result in table 15 shows that there were
significnat .differences in the perceiving ability by
self —rnDnitoring in the first section (F= 3.95, df= 1,
p .05) and in the total score (F= 3.79, df= 1, p
.05). This is coherant with the high correlation
between the perceiving ability and self-monitoring -found
in the pretesting- This led to significant differences
in the general problem solving ability in all the
sections (first sEiction: F= 4-14, df= 1, p .05,
second section: F= 4-14, df= 1, p .04, total score:
F= 5.20, df= 1, p .03).
As for significant differences by different modes
of reinfocement, we have significant differences in the
rule-applying ability (first section: F= 3.90, df= 2,
p .03, second section: f= 3.92, dt= 2, p .03,
total score: F= 4.12, df =2, p .02) and in the
general problem solving ability (second sections F=
3.06, df= 2, p .05, total score: F= 3.27, df= 2, p
.05).
From this, it is seen that the significance of the
differences is higher in the second section than in the
first section. This indicates the effect of one more
section in the experiment. And since the level of
reinforcement did not contribute in the differences by
self -rnoni tor ing, it is not unnatural to have significant
difference in the first section in the perceiving
ability and having no significant difference in the
second section., As a matter of fact the F-ratio (2.17)
in the second section was only a bit lower than that in
the first section (3.95).
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C. Self -confidence in Problem Salvino
A self-developed questi onari a (see appendix E) was
employed to measure the self-confidence in problem
solving. The reliability coefficnents (Cronbach alphas)
in the first and the second sections were found to be
.75 and .85 respectively, which were substantially high.
This indicates the internal consistency of the
guest i onai re. The mean score of each cell is listed in
table 16. Analysis of covariance was used. to compare
the self-confidence in different groups and is listed in
table 17.
TABLE 16
Means Scores of Self~confidence -for High and








































































































































EMP: empathy groups, COE: coerhsive groups, CON:
control groups
TABLE 17
Analysis of Covariacne in the Self-confidence of
High and Low Bel-f—monitors in the experimental
Conditions in the Experiment, with
General Problem Solving Ability as Covariate
Questions











































































p -05. SM- two levels o-f sel-f-monitorinq.
REIN- three levels o-f reinforcement,
The result in table 17 shows that there was no
significant difference in the total self-confidence
score. However, detail analysis on each item of. the
questional re indicated that there were -significant
differences on self -confidence among different
experimental groups by different modes of reinforcement
in the second section and in the total with respect to
questions 2 (second section: F= 4.9, df= 2, p .01;
total score;: F= 2.4-5, df= 2, p .04), and 3 (second
section: F= 3.S4, df— 2, p. .03; total score: F=
3.54, df= 2, p .04). Once again., it is found that
the significance of the differences increased from the
first to the second section.
D„ Conclusion
f ET JL _C r-1 i—4- n i r-11— t— Ci X 4- K in C 1 m I-Iir- t m i—im 4-
It is found in section A that the difference in the
degree of reinforcement is significant among different
treatment groups. In studying the simple main effect
between pairs of treatment groups, it is further found
that the amount of reinforcement perceived in the two
empathy groups (one for low self-monitors and the other
for high self-monitors) is higher than that in the
control groups. Likewise, the amount of reinforcement
perceived in the coerhsive groups is higher than that in
the control groups.
When compared with the pilot study, the difference
of reinforcement levels between the treatment groups was
greater in the experiment. This indicates that there
was a better contrast in treatment between various
groups in the experiment
Thus, hypothesis 2 is rejected.
2. Effects of external reinforcement with respect to
problem solving
From the results listed in tables 14-15, the
rhypothesis that the effects of external reinforcement do
notdiffer sigificantly between high and low self-
monitors with respect t oproblem solving performance is
rejected.
Teh differences by self-monitoring was significant
in the prerceiving and in the general problem solving
abilities, being coherent with the result found in the
pretesting, and the differences by treatiment was most
significnat in the rule-applying and in the general
problem solving abilities.
On studying teh simple main effects between each
pair of experimental grops it is found that, for high
self-moniltoring individuals, the effect was most
explicit in the empathey groups. Teh problem solving
performance was significanly better in the empathy
group than in the control group in almost all the
process abiulties in problem solving, especially, the
perceiving, the rule-applying and teh verifying
abilities.
For low self-monitoring individuals, the effect was
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explicit in the coerhisve group. The problem solving
performance was significantly better in the coerhsive
group than in the control group in the perceiving,,
verifying and in general problem solving abilities.
The effect of external reinforcement was
significantly higher among high self-monitoring
individuals than among low self--monitDrii ng individuals,
with respect to problem solving performance, especially
in the empathy groups. Among the various scores,
significant difference is spotted in the perceiving and
the rule-searching abilities.
There was also significant difference between
coerhisve and control groups among high self--monitoring
individuals and between empathy and control groups among
low -self-monitoring individuals. The phenomenon that
the above difference was not as sharp in the other
groups (apparent in fewer process abilities between
empathy and control groups among high self-monitors and
between coerhisve and control groups among low self-
monitors) may be due to the fact, as mentioned in
.Snyder, 1979a, that high self-monitors are more
friendly,. .outgoing and extraverted, whereas low ..self-
..monitors more-worried. anxious and nervous. -And hence,
high self-monitoring individuals are more easily
.stimulated by positive reinforcement, whereas low self-
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monitoring individuals more easily. stimulated by
negative r ei n-f orcement.
Most of the differences were spotted in the
.perceiving, the rule-searching:, the rule-applying and
the verifying abilities, especially in the rule-applying
ability. This may be due to the -fact that rule-applying
is one of the most difficult step in problem solving., as
found in Li„ 1980, so this can differentiate better more
.abled problem solvers with the less abled ones.
Another interesting fact to note is that no
si gni f iciant difference was srawn on the subgoal-
formulating performance. As pointed out in Li, 198O,,
subgoal-formulating is the most difficult step in
problem solving„ coherently, almost all of the subjects
scored very low mark in this part,, causing no
significant difference between various. experimental
groups.
Thus. 'hypothesis 1 is rejected.
3.Effects of external reinforcement with respect to
sel -F -conf i deuce in Problem sol vi nQ
It was found in section C that the effects of
external. reinforcement on self-confidence differed
between high-and low self-monitoring individuals.
In- looking into detail the simple main effects
..between each pairs of experimental groups,' it is found
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that, for low self-monitors, there were significant
differences both between the empathy and control groups
and. between the coerhsi-ve and control groups.
Specifically, the scores in the treatment gouprs were
all higher than those in the control group. The same
was true for problem solving performance, the effect was
more explicit between the coerhsive groups and the
control group.
For high self-monitors, the effect was only
apparent betwen the coershive group and the control
group. The effect of reinforcement was significantly
greater in the coerhsive group than in the control
group. -The phenomenon that the e-f-+ect was insignificant
in the empathy group may be explained as follows. Since
for those high self-monitoring subjects in the empathy
group, there was already a considerable increase in
.problem solving performance, the relative increase in
self-confidence in problem solving was blurred in the
analysis of covariance, with problem solving ability as
covari ate.
A poor problem solver having a lower score in self-
:.confidence should be viewed as having greater confidence
than a good problem solver have just a little bit
gr=eater ...sellf--confidence in problem solving. Hence,
analysis of covariance was performed instead of analysis
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of variance, so as to analyse the degree of self-
confidence relative to problem solving performance of
the individuals.
Again, the self--confidence of high self-monitoring
.individuals was significantly greater than that of the
low sell--monitoring individuals in the coerhsive groups.
In other word. hvoothesis was reecfed.
4. The difference in the effect between the experi-
meet and the pilot studies
In comparing the result of the experiment with that
of the second pilot study, it is found that the effect
Of reinforcement in the actual experiment was a little
bit stronger than that of the study. From the analysis
of covariance between the performance in the second
section. and that in the -first section, the. extension
from. one section (in the first pilot) to two sections
helped in-strengthening the result, making the
significant differences more explicit.
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CHARTER V DISCUSSION
A. Summary of Findings and Implications
External reinforcement was found to be effective in
increasing, both an individual's problem solving ability
and his self-coniFidence in problem solving in general.
This effect was more explicit among high self-monitoring
individuals than among their low self-monitoring
counterparts. This is coherent with what was
hypothesised, since high self-monitoring individuals are
more sensitive to external cues. such as reinforcement
from the experimenter.
In particular, there was a greater reaction to
positive reinforcement among high self-monitors, whereas
low self-monitors were more sensitive to negative
reinforcement. This shows that high self-monitoring
ndividual s were more open a outgoing and extraverted,
individuals
whereas low self-monitoring individuals more worried!
anxi ous: and- ner. vows.
The effect was most significant in problem solving
abilities such as perceiving, rule-applying and
verifying. The subjects were more easily distinguished
with respect to the performance in these aspects.
In other. wards, though reg. ntorcemenz was et-recti ve
in.-,..-..-...promoting the..problem solvisng performance of
individuals.. it was not always the same effective. To
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influence high self-monitoring individuals, in
particular, in improving their problem solving
performance,• the application of external reinforcement
would be good enough. However, for low sel+-monitoring
individuals, the effect of external reinforcement swas
not as good as their high self-monitoring counterparts.
The suggestion in Snyder,,. 1979a. that to influence the
behavior of high self-monitoring individuals.,one should
seek control of-- their situation, as for low self-
monitoring individuals, one shoul-d seek changing
relevant underlying attitude. is being justified.
The result in Li, 1980 was once again established:
the process abilities in problem solving correlated with
each other, whereas the problem solving abilities did
not correlate with self-esteem, academic self-esteem,
and self-monitoring, with the exceptions that the rule-
applying ability correlated negatively with self-esteem,
and the perceiving ability correlated positively with
self-monitoring. I.L. correlated• positively with the
rule-applying and the general problem solving abilities.
Also, self-esteem correlated negatively with self-
monitoring, I.Q. and the perceiving ability. Since high
self-monitoring individuals are more sensitive to cues
given. in. the questions for problem solving, self-
moni tori ng had a positive correlation with the
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perceiving ability.
There were no si ghif i cant differences between the
sexes in self-esteem, academic self-esteem., self-
monitoring and problem solving abilities of perceiving,
subgoal--formulating, rule-searching., and verifying.
Males were found to have high T.Q. than the females,
they also possessed better scores in the rule-applying
and in the general problem solving abilities.
When returning to classroom teaching, reinforcement
is often found to be effective-in promoting the problem
solving performance of the students, and a positive one
is more effective than a negative one. These results
suggest that when we find reinforcement ineffective, we
may be facing a low self-monitoring student. In such a
case, it may be necessary for us to counsel him:, hoping
to cultivate their interest in their study and to change
his relevant underlying attitude.
N. Suggestions
As mentioned in chapter II, the present study may
be considered as one of the first. which links self-
monitoring with cognitive variables, -such .as, in this
case. problem solving performance.Such consideration
mays open a new area., of. research concerning Self-
monitoring.- Since, as found in the. present study{, the
existence of such a' linkage is in the.. affirmative,,. one.
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may go on to explore the influence of self-monitoring on
other cognitive variables.
In addition, there is a possibility that the
result of the present study may be strengthened if the
degree of reinforcement is increased. The result may
also be sharpened if we consider the multidimenionalness
of self-monitoring. With the help of factor analysis,
it was found in Briggs. Cheek, & Buss. 1980 and Figgio &
Friedman, 1982, that three-factors exist in the self-
monitoring scale, viz, acting, extraversion, and other-
directedness. Whereas in Gabrenya, Jr.. Arkin„ 1984,
four factors were found. They were theatrical acting
ability, sociability/social anxiety, speeching ability,
and other directedness. The effect of reinforcement,
with respect to problem solving and self-confidence in
problem solving, may have a stronger correlation with
extraversion and/or sociability. Those with a higher
degree of extraversion may possess greater self-
confidence 'and react better to external reinforcement.
With such a finer consideration, a- sharper result may be
arrived at.
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APPENDIX A Questionalres used in the pretesting
這 份 問 卷 之 目 的 是 希 望 瞭 解 人 們 解
決 問 題 的 方 法 ， 所 有 資 料 只 會 供 一 位
中 文 大 學 硕 士 班 學 生 作 研 究 之 用 ， 一
切 資 料 將 予 以 保 密 ， 故 請 盡 量 忠 實 填
寫 。 謝 謝 你 的 合 作 ！
個 人 資 料 ：
料 只 丨
年 齡
(7 25丨 題 是 關 於 你 對 自 已 的 看 法 ’ 請 如 贯 作 答 。 若 題 意 似 你 的 情 沉 ，











， 別 人 樂 於 和 我 在 一 起 。 、
， 在 面 對 一 群 人 時 ， 我 總 難 以 暢 所 欲 言 。
, 如 可 能 的 話 ， 我 會 盡 量 在 多 方 面 自 我 改 進 。
丨 對 我 來 説 ， 下 決 心 不 是 一 件 太 難 的 事 。
我 常 常 希 望 自 己 是 另 一 個 人 。
， 在 家 中 我 容 易 戚 到 不 快 樂 。
， 我 需 要 相 當 的 時 間 ， 才 能 適 應 新 事 物 。
在 同 辈 中 ， 我 很 受 注 目 。

















我 的 威 受 通 受 都 被 家 人 重 視 和 關 注 。
對 人 對 事 ， 我 彳 艮 容 易 讓 步 和 妥 協 。
做 我 是 颇 不 容 易 的 （ 我 的 日 子 不 好 過 ） 。
我 對 生 活 茫 無 頭 綠 。
別 人 常 常 附 和 我 的 主 意 。
我 對 自 己 缺 乏 信 心 。
我 曾 多 次 想 離 開 家 庭 ， 去 獨 立 生 活 。
工 作 常 常 因 擾 着 我 。
我 的 相 貌 ， 不 如 一 般 人 的 好 看 。
心 中 有 事 ， 我 多 半 會 説 出 來 。
我 的 家 人 瞭 解 我 。
我 不 如 普 通 人 的 受 別 人 喜 愛 。
我 常 戚 覺 到 家 庭 的 壓 力 。
對 於 工 作 ， 我 常 戚 氣 餒 ， 難 堅 持 到 底 。
外 間 事 物 ， 通 常 不 會 令 我 戚 到 烦 惱 。
， 我 是 不 可 依 靠 的 人 。







丄 和 常 在 一 起 的 朋 友 們 比 較 ， 在 學 業 能 力 方 面 ，
： ： 我 是 最 好 的 心 了 ）
2
屬 於 優 秀 的 一 小 群 。 了 ）
1
群 中 。 （ 丁 ）
4)
5,
一 群 中 。 （ ！ “ ）
6,















我 覺 得 模 仿 別 人 的 行 為 丨 艮 困 難 。
我 的 行 為 通 常 是 我 內 心 戚 受 ， 態 度 及 信 念 的 真 實 流 露 。
在 一 些 社 交 場 合 和 聚 會 中 ， 我 的 言 行 不 會 刻 意 迎 合 他 人 。
我 只 能 為 我 已 經 接 受 的 信 念 宇 辯 。







, 我 覺 得 我 在 裝 模 作 樣 以 求 戚 動 或 播 樂 別 人 。
當 我 在 某 一 社 交 場 合 當 中 ， 不 肯 定 應 該 怎 樣 表 現 時 ， 我 會
觀 察 他 人 的 言 行 以 求 找 出 一 些 眉 目 。
我 會 是 一 個 傑 出 的 演 員 。
， 在 選 擇 電 影 、 圖 書 和 音 樂 時 ， 我 很 少 需 要 朋 友 的 意 見 。









和 他 人 一 起 看 喜 劇 時 ， 我 會 比 獨 自 看 時 笑 得 更 多 。
在 一 群 人 中 ， 我 丨 艮 少 會 是 注 意 力 的 集 中 點 。
在 不 同 的 場 合 和 面 對 不 同 的 人 ， 我 會 有 戴 然 不 同 的 表 現 。
我 益 不 善 於 使 別 人 喜 歡 我 。
郎使我益不快樂，我也常常假裝彳艮愉快。 1
真 正 的 我 跟 表 面 上 的 我 並 不 是 經 常 一 樣 。 ’
我 不 會 改 變 我 的 意 見 〔 或 做 事 方 式 〕 以 迎 合 他 人 或 博 取 他
人 的 歡 心 。
18
19.
, 我 曾 考 慮 成 為 一 個 表 演 者 。
為 了 與 人 相 處 融 洽 和 討 人 喜 歡 ， 我 大 多 是 順 應 別 人 對 我 的
期 望 而 不 作 他 想 。 ，
20.
21.
， 我 從 不 擅 長 於 像 有 口 難 言 ] 或 郎 興 表 演 等 玩 意 。
， 改 變 自 己 的 行 為 以 遷 就 不 同 的 人 和 不 同 的 場 合 ， 對 我 來 説





, 在 和 別 人 面 對 的 時 候 ， 我 可 以 説 謊 而 面 不 改 容 （ 假 如 説 謊
是 為 了 一 個 良 好 的 目 的 ） 。 ，
， 郎 使 戒 實 在 不 喜 歡 一 些 人 ， 我 也 可 以 贿 過 他 們 ， 假 意 和 他
們 友 善 。
的 ) 以 下 是 一 些 關 於 圆 形 的 選 擇 題 。 每 題 共 有 八 個 選 擇 ， 荚 中 只 有 一 個
為 最 合 理 的 答 案 。 請 你 選 擇 出 最 配 合 的 一 個 作 為 答 案 。 請 不 要 花 太
多 時 間 於 任 何 一 题 上 ’ 如 對 某 一 題 威 到 難 於 解 答 ’ 應 卽 改 答 下 一 題 。





1 1 3 4
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5 6 7 8
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1 2 3 4
















甚 公 司 將 一 種 货 品 以 50% 的 利 潤 售 與 零 售 商 。 零 售 商 則 以 $66 售 輿 顧 笟 而
獲 添 10? 的 利 潤 ， 现 欲 求 取 該 貨 品 的 成 本 〔
現 請 回 答 以 下 四 部 份 問 題 。 在 每 部 完 成 後 ， 請 翻 到 下 一 都 。 益 諸 勿 翻 回 前
面 ！
一 、 以 下 為 多 項 選 揮 题 ：











r°o( increased by r% A 便 為 售 價 。
r( 100- r)% 郎 為 售 價 。




SS X r% o
3 $ X 減 低 r?o 0 decreased by r%) 便 為 成 本 。
成 本 增 办
r°? 後 便 $ X
二 、 為 求 取 貨 品 之 成 本 ， 我 們 必 須 經 過 一 些 步 驟 。 請 在 下 列 選 出 你 認 為 必 須 的 步






求 貨 品 的 成 本 。
求 零 售 商 的 買 入 價 。
求 成 本 與 最 後 售 價 的 差 額 。
求 零 售 商 所 赚 的 金 額
求 公 司 所 赚 的 金 額 。





若 將 X 增 加 r% ， 其 結 果 為 X C 1+ X} o
X i$ ， 其 結 果 為 X( 1— r% o








則 某 數 為
則 某 數 為
X( 1+ r%) o
X( 1—) o
請 指 出 傲 下 洲 步 驟 時 ， 應 利 用 那 條 公 式 ：
1
2,
, 先 求 零 售 商 之 買 入 價 ：
再 龙 货 品 的 成 束 ：
你 認 為 以 上 那 一 條 做 對 了 呢 ？
你 為 什 麼 這 麼 想 ？
你 又 認 為 以 上 那 一 條 做 錯 了 呢 ？
為 甚 麼 ？







若 某 數 增 加





， 其 結 果 為
， 其 結 果 爲
X( 1+ r%)°





則 某 數 為
則 某 數 為
X( 1+' r%~) o
X( 1— r%) o
請 依 照 下 列 提 示 ， 逐 步 計 出 答 案
1.
2.
先 求 零 售 商 之 買 入 價
再 求 貨 品 之 成 本
(C)
( °) 案案答又口
你 認 為 以 上 那 一 條 做 對 了 呢 ？
你 為 其 麼 這 麼 想 ？
你 又 認 爲 那 一 條 做 錯 了 呢 ？
為 甚 麼 ？
APPENDIX B Duestionaires used in -the -first- nilnt
先 導 性 實 驗
( ) 某 物 品 之 成 本 』 某 公 司 以 10 之 利 潤 出 售 ， 再 给 顧 衮 九 五 折 之 優 鬼
。 現 欲 求 真 正 之 出 售 價 。
现 請 回 答 以 下 四 部 份 問 題 ， 在 每 部 完 成 後 ， 請 翻 到 下 一 部 ， 並 請 勿 翻 回 前
面 ！













r °A 後 便 為 售 價 〔
(100- r)°c 卽 爲 售 價 〔
若 貨 品 … C U 折 出 售 ， 音 思 寻 ：
1
(
售 價 為 標 價 之
將 標 價 減 少
將 標 價 減 少
1-0' 後 卽 為 售 價 。
， 後 爲 售 價 。








九 折 五 扣 （ 減 去 10% 後 再 減 去 5QPo) o
為 求 取 货 品 之 售 價 ， 我 們 必 須 經 過 一 些 步 驟 。 請 在 下 列 選 出 你 認 爲 必 經






求 貨 物 之 標 價
求 未 折 扣 前 之 利 潤
求 實 際 利 潤
求 實 折 去 多 少 錢
求 售 價
答 案 ：











， 其 結 果 為
X( 1+ r)
X C 1— r X
某 物 原 售 $ X» M 折 後 爲 X
請 指 出 在 下 列 步 驟 時 ， 應 利 用 那 條 公 式 ：
12
， 先 求 物 品 之 標 價
再 求 物 品 之 售 出 價
答 案 :
答 案 :
你 認 為 以 上 那 一 條 . 做 對 了 呢 ？
你 為 甚 麼 這 樣 想 ？
你 又 認 為 那 一 條 做 錯 了 呢 ？
為 甚 麼 ？












某 物 原 價 $ X» M
其 結 果 為
其 結 果 為







請 依 照 下 列 提 示 ， 逐 步 計 出 答 案
1.
2
先 求 物 品 之 標 價








你 為 甚 麼 這 樣 想 ？
你 又 認 為 那 一 條 做 錯 了 呢 ？
為 甚 麼 ？
( 乙 ） 一 條 繩 用 每 格 為 1 mm的 去 量 ， 其 長 度 為 15 cm 5 求 最 大 之 誤 差 百 分 匕
(maximum% error)
現 請 回 答 以 下 四 邵 份 問 題 。 在 每 郅 完 成 後 ， 請 翻 到 下 一 部 。 並 請 勿 翻 回
俞 面 ！
一 、 以 下 為 多 項 選 擇 題 ：









絕 對 誤 差
嫔 正 的 値
absolute error
true value




絕 割 誤 差











—: 4? m. X.1 JLHF' i£ --M M.—





求 絶 對 誤 差 (absolute error)
求 誤 差 百 分 比 (percentage error)
將 數 字 化 成 三 個 有 效 數 字
戒 相 對 誤 差 relative error 4
答 案 ：
三 ： 在 真 正 求 取 誤 差 百 分 比 時 ， 我 們 將 利 用 到 以 下 公 式 ：
A
B
對 於 每 格 為 k mm 的 尺 ， 最 大 絶 對 誤 差 為 (k2)mm
將 ab 轉 為 百 分 比 ， 答 案 為 C 100a-r b)%
C 相 對 誤 差
絕 對 誤 差
最 度 出 的 長 度




先 計 絶 對 誤 差
再 計 相 對 誤 差
再 計 誤 差 百 分 比 ， 並 化 作 三 個 有 效 數 字 。 4 4 4答久口又口
你 認 爲 以 下 那 一 條 做 對 了 呢 ？『“雩 9
你 盖 真 麼 遠 摄 想 ？
你 又 認 爲 那 一 條 做 錯 了 呢 ？






-A 〕 轉 爲 百 分 比 ， 答 案 為 (100a t b%
相 對 誤 姜
眢 度 出 的 甚 度




， 先 計 絶 對 誤 差 丨 用 公 式
‘ 闲 入 玄
o
C r
曹 膠 ― ― ， ， ，
,X
: m-$ d 1-0安不案案欠口答答
1 1- 7零，‘‘教 “1“ V 9 “V
II 440
你 又 叙 盖 那 一 條 傲 媒 了 呢 ？
爲 其 麼 ？
以 下 导 小 明 婕 欣 暗 乏 行 埕 圓
( tavel graph n







V'.co 9: ttp 9:•) 9-» ?-i-9-tf c):r- 9tf 9•











二 、 為 求 取 小 明 象 跑 時 之 平 均 速 度 ， 我 們 必 須 經 過 一 些 步 驟 。 請 在 下 列 選










73 _ c 殺 飴 距 離
a ~R 三 殺 的 總 暗 關
A 15 n 殺 始 時 關
I1
墓 當 ：
乓 在 真 正 求 取 小 明 跑 步 時 的 平 均 速 度 時 ， 我 們 將 利 用 以 下 公 式 ：









請 指 出 在 計 算 下 列 步 驟 時 ， 應 用 那 條 公 式 ：
1
2
, 先書: -i 15 C 段 的 總 距 離
0案案案答各拿
.( 段 的 總 時 間
龙 小 明 威 步 之 平 均 速 ； ！
1
你 為 甚 麼 這 樣 想 ？
你 又 認 為 那 一 條 做 錯 了 呢 ？
I
四 颈 在 正 太 龙 取 小 明 跑 步 飴 平 均 逑 麼 ， 戒 們 將 剎 用 以 下 公 式 ， ：




其 段 所 周 之 時 間 爲
其 殺 之 距 離 盖
M-N
P-Q






段 石 . c
P.
段 的 總 距 雜 〔 用 公 式 (B))
(A))
(n),4 11笼搭焐
你 認 為 以 上 那 一 條 敛 對 了 呢 ？
你 為 甚 麼 這 樣 想 ？
你 又 認 為 那 一 條 做 錯 了 呢 ？
為 甚 麼 ？
(7




老 師 有 足 夠 的 支 持 和 鼓 勸
老 師 甚 希 望 我 能 完 成 問 題
老 師 已 知 道 我 是 不 懂 解 答 那 些 數 學 題 的




這 些 問 題 不 比 以 前 想 像 中 難
倘 若 我 再 對 着 這 “ 一 颠 問 題 ’ 我 ― 定 比 以
前 做 得 更 好






APPENDIX C Quest!onaires used in the second pilot
先 導 性 實 驗
第 一 部 份
(X ;i3 之 孩 reduced by~ of its value 7 y° y
再 增 加 它 的 Y3 後 . increased by 1jl 則 變 成 z° 求 對 的 比 。
現 請 回 答 以 下 四 部 份 問 題 。
― 以 下 為 多 項 遝 擇 題 。
1 X 與 i 的 關 係 為
A y= x- 13
By= x3
G y= (x3)
D y- x- x3
E y= d-3)x.
2- y z 的 關 係 為
A z= y+ 13
B z= 3y
C a= 0+3Z)y
d z= y+ y3
E z= (1+ i3)y






二 ： 爲 求 取
z X
的 比 數 ， 我 們 必 須 經 過 一 些 步 驟 ， 請 在 下 列 遝 出 你 認 為





















































X 來 表 示
7 Z
y
一案案案答欠口答求 Z 對 ' X 热 比
他 叙 盖 以 卜 那 一 條 微 對 了 呢 ？‘ …7— II I 11 I
你 爲 其 麼 這 樣 想 ？
你 又 認 爲 那 一 倏 做 错 了 呢 ？
為 甚 麼 ？































P 對 q 、 的 比 救 爲 - pq

















价 認 爲 以 上 那 “ 一 條 做 對 了 呢 ？
价 盖 龙 麻 读 檨 祖 ？
11
為 甚 麼 ？
( 乙 ） ‘ 一 瓶 内 貯 有 2 公 升 的 酒 。 現 將 500 cm 倒 出 ， 重 新 用 水 注 滿 。 然 後 再
倒 出 200 cm 較 稀 的 酒 ， 然 後 又 再 用 水 注 滿 。 現 欲 求 最 後 水 與 酒 的 比
m°
現 請 河 答 以 下 四 部 份 問 題 。
一 、 以 下 為 多 項 選 擇 題 。
1.1 公 升 等 於





2. 第 一 次 倒 出 了 多 少 的 水 呢 ？
A 500™
B 2 x 500 cm3
C 0 cm
3. 第 一 次 注 回 了 多 少 的 水 ？
A 2 X 500 cm''
B 500 cm
C 20 0 cm
D 0 cm
二 ； 為 求 取 最 後 水 與 酒 的 比 例 ， 我 們 必 須 經 過 一 些 步 驟 。 請 在 下 列 瓔 出






求 總 共 利 用 了 多 少 水
求 第 一 次 注 回 了 水 後 ， 瓶 內 酒 與 水 的 比 數 ，
求 第 二 次 倒 出 稀 酒 後 ， 瓶 內 共 有 多 少 酒 和 多 少 水 ？
求 第 二 次 倒 出 的 稀 酒 中 ， 水 的 舍 量 多 或 酒 的 含 量 多 ？
求 最 後 注 河 水 後 ， 酒 與 水 的 含 量
答 案 ：
























請 指 出 在 下 例 步 驟 中 ， 應 利 用 那 條 公 式 ？
1.
2.
先 求 第 一 次 注 囘 水 後 ， 窥 内 水 與 酒 的 比 數 。




再 求 第 二 次 倒 出 稀 酒 後 ， 瓶 內 有 多 少 酒 ？
求 最 後 注 回 水 後 ， 水 與 酒 的 比 例
答 案
答 案
你 認 為 以 上 那 一 條 做 對 了 呢 ？
你 為 甚 麼 這 樣 想 ？
你 又 認 那 一 條 做 錯 了 呢 ？
為 甚 麼 ？




瓶 內 若 有
3
x cm 水 ' y cm 酒 ， 水 與 酒 的 比 例 為
t cm 的 溶 液 內 水 與 酒 的 比 例 為 x:y ‘ 則 內 有 tx(x+y) 的 水 。
3
t cm 的 溶 液 內 水 與 酒 的 比 例 為 x:y ！！' ] 內有 ty(x+y) 0





先 求 第 一 次 注 回 水 後 ， 瓶 內 水 與 酒 的 比 數 《





再 求 第 二 次 倒 出 稀 酒 後 ， 瓶 内 有 多 少 水 。
利 用 公 式 'B
再 求 第 二 次 鋼 出 稀 酒 後 ， 瓶 内 有 多 少 酒
'c
求 最 後 注 回 水 後 ， 水 與 酒 的 比 例
到 用 公 式
y
.A
你 認 為 那 一 條 做 對 了 呢 ？
你 為 甚 麼 這 樣 想 ？
你 又 認 為 那 一 條 傲 錯 了 呢 ？
為 甚 麼 ？
( 两 ） 若 將 一 平 行 四 邊 形 的 高 加 倍 doubled
與 原 來 面 積 之 比 例 。
現 請 回 答 以 下 四 部 份 問 題 。
‘173
一 、 以 下 為 多 項 選 擇 題 。
1. 平 行 四 邊 形 的 面 積 為 見 圖 ）
A ab
B
q 2 (a.+ b)
D ah
E 12









二 、 為 求 取 新 舊 面 積 的 比 例 ， 我 們 必 須 經 過 一 些 步 驟 ， 請 在 下 列 選 ‘ 七 一 些








求 新 舊 面 積 的 比
求 新 平 行 四 邊 形 的 高 ，
求 新 平 行 四 邊 形 的 底 長
Y
X'
設 舊 平 行 四 邊 形 的 高 爲
求 舊 平 行 四 邊 形 的 底 長
求 舊 平 行 四 邊 形 的 高
求 舊 平 行 四 邊 形 的 面 積
設 舊 平 行 四 邊 形 的 底 長 爲
答 案 ：












， 結 果 為
cD
某 數 P n, rnP
平 行 四 邊 形 的 面 積 為 底 高
諳 指 出 在 下 列 步 驟 中 ， 廄 剎 用 那 條 公 式 丨 ？








， 先 求 新 平 行 四 邊 形 的 底 長 。
再 求 部 平 行 四 邊 形 的 高
求 靳 面 積 及 新 舊 面 精 之 比
你 認 為 以 上 那 一 條 做 對 了 呢 ？
你 為 甚 這 樣 想 ？
你 又 認 羔 那 一 倏 傲 播 了 呢 ？
為 甚 麼 ？













， 結 果 為
(1- Vn)p
(1- T°o) p
的 II 倍 為 did
平 行 四 邊 形 的 面 積 為 底 高
請 依 照 提 示 ， 逐 步 計 出 答 案




先 求 靳 平 行 四 邊 形 的 底 長 刹 用 公 式 . A
再 求 新 平 行 四 邊 形 的 高 刹 用 公 式 .C
求 新 面 積 及 新 舊 面 積 之 比 例 利 用 公 式 fl 案案答久口.久口
你 認 為 以 上 那 一 條 做 對 了 呢 ？
你 為 甚 麼 這 樣 想 ？
,9
為 甚 麼 ？














有 足 夠 的 支 持 和 鼓 勵
老 師 甚 希 望 我 能 完 成 問 题
戚 到 心 情 煩 燥
心 中 焦 慮 不 安
, 很 有 完 成 答 案 之 信 心
環 境 與 氣 氛 有 助 於 完 成 上 面 的 問 題






這 些 問 題 不 比 想 像 中 的 難
若 以 後 再 做 這 樣 的 問 題 ， 我 會 比 以 前 做 得 更 好
我 會 比 以 前 彳 交 不 害 怕 此 類 數 學 問 題
我 對 這 類 問 題 更 有 信 心
若 再 要 我 做 此 類 問 題 ， 我 會 願 意 的
份11二第
00 X： 在 減 去 它 的 之 後 C reduced by j- of its value) 變 成
再 將 它 增 加
1
3
後 (increased bv 1 A 則 變 成 z' 又 再 將 z 減 去 它 於 15
W 4 V,『對 X 0
現 請 河 答 以 下 四 部 份 問 題 。
一 、 以 下 為 多 項 選 擇 題
1. x 與 y 的 關 係 為
a y= x- fA
b y= A
c y =x-xA
2. y 與 Z 的 關 係 為
A z= y+ 1A
B z= 4y
C z= v+ vA
3. z 與 w 的 關 係 為
A w= z- 1A
B w= z A
C w= z- z5




二 、 為 求 添 L.W 對 X 的 比 數 ， 我 們 必 須 經 過 之 步 驟 請 在 下 列 選 出 你 認 爲



























J 求 w :x
容 案






































4鲁 .w 對 的 比 案案案案答答答炎口
你 認 盖 以 上 那 一 條 做 對 了 呢 ？零 ， ‘ ― 里 丨 ， , 系 零 ―
你 為 其 麼 這 樣 想 ？
你 又 認 爲 那 一 倏 做 錯 了 呢 ？













》 減 去 姜
減 去
， 增 加 其
〕 增 加
的 比 數 為 pq
:ixi
r°n


















，. £-V, i 3 ： 的 处 ； 利 用 公 益 . ce;
3 (a:
利 用 公 益 (C
4 . GT
答答答-
你 認 為 以 上 那 一 條 做 對 了 呢 ？
你 為 甚 麼 達 樣 想 ？
你 又 認 爲 那 一 條 做 錯 了 呢 ？零 “1 V
為 甚 麼 ？
CO 若 將 一 長 立 方 體 rectangular block 之 長 加 倍 ， 闊 減 低 13 f
15, 求 新 體 積 與 原 來 體 積 之 比 。
現 請 回 答 以 下 四 部 份 問 題 。
以 下 為 多 項 選 擇 題


















為 求 取 新 舊 體 積 之 比 例 ， 我 們 必 須 經 過 一 些 步 驟 ， ’ 請 在 下 列 選 出 你 認





求 舊 長 立 方 體 之 長 、 闊 、 高
求 新 長 立 方 體 之 長 、 闊 、 高
設 舊 長 立 方 體 之 長 、 闊 、 高 為
求 新 舊 體 積 之 比
x,y,z
答 案


















長 立 方 體 之 體 積 為 長 闊






先 求 新 長 立 方 體 之 長
, 求 新 長 立 方 體 之 闊
， 求 新 長 立 方 體 之 高
求 新 體 積 及 新 舊 體 積 之 比 案安不案-久口參答
你 認 爲 以 上 那 一 條 做 對 了 呢 ？
你 爲 其 麼 这 檨 祖 ？零，‘‘ 9-4“ 1
你 又 認 為 那 一 條 做 錯 了 呢 ？零， V
為 甚 麼 ？


















倍 盖 , nr
長 立 方 體 之 體 積 為 長 ：闊
請 依 照 提 示 ， 逐 步 計 出 答 案





, 先 求 新 長 立 方 體 之
, 求 浙 長 立 方 體 之 權
, 求 浙 長 立 方 體 之 淳
求 新 體 積 及 新 舊 體 積 之 比 〔 利 用 公 戎
r,
r t
你 認 為 以 上 那 一 做 對 了 呢 ？
你 爲 其 廢 這 檨 想 ？
你 又 認 為 那 一 條 做 錯 了 呢 ？

















, 有 足 夠 的 支 持 和 鼓 勸
老 師 甚 希 望 我 能 完 成 問 題
戚 到 心 情 煩 燥
心 中 焦 慮 不 安
很 有 完 成 答 案 之 信 心






， 這 些 問 題 中 不 比 想 像 中 難
， 若 以 後 再 要 做 這 類 問 題 ， 我 會 比 以 前 做 得
更 好
, 我 比 以 前 較 不 害 怕 此 類 數 學 問 題
, 我 對 這 類 問 題 更 加 有 信 心
, 若 再 要 我 做 此 類 問 題 ， 我 會 願 意 的
APPENDIX D Questionaires used in the main stuciv
正 式 之 實 驗




之 後 reduced by 15 of its value




求 z 對 X 的 比 。
現 請 而 答 以 下 四 部 份 問 題 。
― 以 下 為 多 項 選 擇 題 。
1. 2 處
A y= X- r5
B y= X5
C y= (x5)$
D y= x- x5
Ey= (1-5)x
2.y 與
A z= y+ 15
B z= 5y
c z= (1+ 5$)y
D z= y+ y5
E z= (1+


























的 關 係 為
y 的 關 係 為


































先 用 5 :2
V 表 奇 ' V.
L? -V 荛荛靠答尺口又口
177.‘



















， 結 果 』
， 結 果 為














： 用 公 益
： 用 公 益





7, 1 X] 臂臂答答发
17 5
—1 9
,， 1 ,1-1 1’
77.1竇，一’ 9
9
7 XI 39 BOO =m' 5’J ij r j
9DD cm 较 稀 的 酒 ， 然 後 又 再 用 水 注 滿 。 現 欲 求 最 後 水 與 酒 的 比 例 。
現 請 而 答 以 下 四 部 份 問 題 。









B 2 X 500 cm3
3
n r rrn
3 氛“~士、：士 10 9
3
A 2 x 500 cm
3





二 、 為 求 取 最 後 水 與 酒 的 比 例 ， 我 們 必 須 經 過 一 些 步 驟 。 請 在 下 列 選 出 你






瓶 內 若 〉 c cr 的 外 ,7 en 的 酒 ， 水 與 酒 的 比 例 』
4- orr 的 溶 液 內 水 與 酒 的 比 例 念 x• yL» V»Ui

















求 總 共 利 用 了 多 少 水 。
丨 求 第 一 次 注 回 水 後 ， 瓶 內 酒 與 水 的 比 例 。
求 第 二 次 倒 出 稀 酒 後 ， 瓶 內 共 有 多 少 酒 和 多 少 水 。 、




再 求 第 二 次 倒 出 稀 酒 後 ， 瓶 內 有 多 少 酒
求 最 後 注 河 水 後 ， 水 與 酒 的 比 例 案案答拿
你 認 爲 以 上 那 一 條 做 對 了 呢 ？
他 盖 允 麻 这 檨 极 ？
你 又 認 為 那 一 條 做 錯 了 呢 ？
為 甚 麼 ？
现 在 正 式 ， 朿 取 水 輿 酒 的 比 數 。 我 們 將 利 用 以 下 的 公 式
,游?, 13 7 5 x:y
t cm'
t cm
〉 的 溶 液 內 水 與 酒 的 比 例 為














土装一 1“ I 7 1 7 4 I.6






〔 利 用 公 式
丨 利 用 公 式





价 盖 立 廢 、 这 樣 拫 ？
你 又 認 爲 那 一 條 做 錯 ， 了 呢 ？
I
( 丙 ) 若 將 一 平 行 四 邊 形 的 高 加 倍 doubled 及 將 底 長 減 低 其
新 面 積 與 原 來 面 積 之 比 例 〔
現 請 回 答 以 下 四 部 份 問 题
一 以 下 盖 多 項 遛 掘 颍















二 ： 為 求 取 新 舊 面 積 的 比 例 ， 我 們 必 須 經 過 一 些 步 驟 ， 請 在 下 列 選 出 你







】 設 舊 平 行 四 邊 形 的 高 為
求 新 舊 面 積 的 比
“ 求 新 平 行 四 邊 形 的 高
： 求 靳 平 行 四 邊 形 飴 底 長
Y
,X
求 舊 平 行 四 邊 形 的 底 長
、 求 舊 平 行 四 邊 形 的 高
求 舊 平 行 四 邊 形 的 面 積
丨 設 舊 平 行 四 邊 形 的 底 長 』
又口










倍 』 i n-
， 結 果 為
； ， 鲑 旲 ;
(1- 1n);
(1- r$);
D 平 行 四 迻 形 的 面 積 爲 底 X
請 指 出 下 列 步 驟 中 ， 應 剎 用 那 條 公 式 ？






先 求 新 平 行 四 邊 形 的 底 長 。
再 求 新 平 行 四 邊 形 的 高 。
求 新 面 積 及 求 新 舊 面 積 之 比 。
你 認 爲 以 上 那 一 條 做 ； 對 了 呢 ？
你 為 甚 麼 這 樣 想 ？
你 又 認 盖 那 一 條 做 锆 了 呢 ？


















平 行 四 邊 形 的 面 積 爲 底 .X
請 伖 照 提 示 ， 逐 步 計 出 容 案





先 求 新 平 行 四 邊 形 的 底 長
， 再 求 新 平 行 四 邊 形 的 局
， 求 新 面 積 及 新 舊 面 積 的 比 例 利 用 公 式
剎 用 公 太
利 用 公 式
:i
你 認 為 以 上 那 一 條 做 對 了 呢 ？
你 爲 其 麼 這 樣 想 ？
你 又 認 為 那 一 條 做 錯 了 呢 ？
為 甚 麼 ？










， . 有 支 持
得 到 鼓 働
有 壓 边 戚
、 煩 燥
丨 . 焦 慮 不 安
， . 充 滿 信 心
『 各 刭 禮 作
没 支 持
毫 無 鼓 勵
心 情 舒 暢
愉 快
舒 適
毫 無 信 心
自 在 、 隨 便
二价瓜通了 1-
很不同意 很同意





第 二 部 份
( 甲 ） 某 患 :x 在 減 去 其 -V3- 之 後 Creduced by 13 of its value 變 成 y y 再
增 加 它 的 (increased by its 13) Z o 再 將 '-z 減 去 它 辦 1A
後 ， 便 是 V° 4 VJ -X SLttl°
現 請 河 答 以 下 四 部 份 問 题
一 、 以 下 為 多 項 選 擇 題 。
1.3 與 y 的 關 係 為
A y= x- 13
3 y= x3
Q y= X- x3
2. y 與 Z 的 關 係 為
A z= y+ 13
B z= 3y
C z= y+ 3y
3. vj 與 z 的 關 係 為
A w= z- 1A
B w= zk
C w= z- zA




― 為 顧 又
w 到 x 的 比 數 ， 我 們 必 須 經 過 一 些 步 驟 。 請 在 下 列 選 出 你 認 為















































減 去 其 1n,















F q 的 比 數 為 pq









來 袅 示 y
表 示 Z
用 3 表 示 W
W
到 1- X 的 比 4欠口欠口答欠！
你 認 為 以 上 那 一 條 做 對 了 呢 ？
你 爲 其 麼 這 様 想 ？
你 又 認 為 那 一 條 做 錯 了 呢 ？
為 甚 麼 ？











減 去 其 1n 4
， 結 果
， 結 果 爲
， 結 果 差
減 去 r%
； 增 加 其 -1n





X〉到 c 的 比 數 為 pq







： 利 用 公 式




. W ； 利 用 公 式 (A
求
I - 3
的七丨 ； 利 用 公 力 004-案案尺口答欠口答
若 將 一 長 立 方 體 ( rectangular block) 之 長 加 倍 ， 闊 減 低 14'
增 加 15 求 新 體 積 與 及 來 體 積 之 比
现 請 回 答 以 下 四 部 份 問 题
一 、 以 下 為 多 項 選 擇 題




























求 舊 長 方 體 之 長 、 闊 、 高
求 新 長 方 體 之 長 、 闊 、 高
設 舊 長 方 體 之 長 、 闊 、 高 為 x,y,z
求 新 舊 體 積 之 比
答 案 ：
















的 n ( 咅為 np
長 立 方 體 的 體 積 為 闊 同
請 指 出 在 下 列 步 驟 中 ， 應 利 用 那 一 條 公 式 ？
先 設 原 有 長 立 方 體 之 長 、 闊 、 尚 爲 x,y,z




求 新 長 立 方 體 之 闊
求 新 長 立 方 體 之 高
求 新 體 積 及 新 舊 體 積 之 比 案常案答答又口
你 認 為 以 上 那 一 條 做 對 了 呢 ？
你 為 甚 麼 這 樣 想 ？
你 又 認 爲 那 一 條 做 錯 了 呢 ？
為 甚 麼 ？




















長 立 方 體 的 體 積 為 長 闊
請 依 照 提 示 ， 逐 步 計 出 答 案







先 求 新 長 立 方 體 之 長
求 新 長 立 方 體 之 闊
1
求 新 體 積 及 新 舊 體 積 之 比 利 用 公 式 D'
利 用 公 式
利 用 公 式
a;
IT
利 用 公 式
你 認 為 以 上 那 一 條 做 對 了 呢 ？
你 為 甚 麼 這 樣 想 ？
你 又 認 為 那 一 條 做 錯 了 呢 ？
為 甚 麼 ？
()V7









得 到 鼓 勵
有 壓 边 戚
烦 燥
焦 慮 不 安
充 滿 信 心
受 到 催 促
没 支 持
毫 無 鼓 勵
心 情 舒 暢
愉 快
舒 適 ，
毫 無 信 心
自 在 、 隨 便










, 這 些 問 题 不 比 想 像 中 難
， 若 以 後 再 要 做 這 類 問 題 ， 我 會 做 得 更 好
， 我 比 以 前 較 不 害 怕 此 颠 問 題
我 對 這 類 問 題 更 有 信 心
, 若 要 我 再 做 此 類 問 題 ， 我 是 會 願 意 的
Appendix E Questions used to check the reinforcenient
r- pf- Pk-ii wcsH anrl Mtp c:p1 -f-rnn-fi ripnrp in nrnhl pm qnl vi nn
talKcar vni i Mar ca sri ci.icoh- i m n f ha ni idcI i nncr
1„ were you being
2. were you receving enough
3. Did you
6. Didyou-feelconfident









- These questions were not as difficult as I imagined,
I am were asked to do such kind of questions again,
-I am not as frightened to solve these questions a?
1-I sm more confident to salve these questions ttu
5,If I wereaskedtosolvesuchkindofproblemsagair
4. Did you feel easy
5. Were you feeling anxious
6. Did you feel confident
in solving the problems?
7. Were you being
For self-confidence;


